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The subject grant was concerned with the study of dynamics of the filamentary \ | J' .
structures that have been repeatedly observed on satellite (IR) images taken of the
West Coast of the USA, during coastal upwelling episodes. These filaments have
extended several hundreds of kilometers offshore, typically. The main goal of this
research was to unravel the mechanisms that cause such filaments. To accomplish
this, we have generated model coastal upwelling fronts and associated jets and ed-
dies in our laboratory apparatus. A detailed report follows:

Stratified two-layer fluid systems were brought to solid-body counterclockwise
rotation inside a 1m diameter cylindrical tank having a conical bottom. A tangential
stress (a model of the wind stress at air- sea interface) was then applied to the
top surface of the water by means of a clockwise, differentially-rotating disk. The
resulting Ekman-layer flux caused the top layer to spin-down and the interface to
rise near the wall and to descend at the center of the tank. As this process continued,
the interface between the two layers intersected the top disk, and an axisymmetric
front was formed around the outer edge of the tank. The front then migrated
in the offshore direction and was replaced by upwelled, sub-surface water at the
surface. This process continued, until, eventually a steady state was reached, and
the front became stationary. At this stage, the radial pressure gradient caused
by front deformation balanced the Coriolis force, on the average. In many cases
before this stage was reached i.e. during its migration, the axisymmetric front
became unstable to small-scale baroclinic instabilities. Due to nonlinear interactions
these instabilities continued to grow until they reached a saturated size that was
controlled by the initial, external parameters, defined in the form of a single non-
dimensional number 0. = gho/u.fA, (where g' = gSp is the reduced gravity, ho
is the initial depth of the top layer, u. is the friction velocity, f is the Coriolis
parameter and A, is the final width of the upwelled water at the surface). At
low values of 0. i.e. strong forcing, cyclonic eddies pinched-off from the front and
moved offshore into the fluid interior. Combinations of these eddies and those at
the front generated a complex meso-scale eddy fields that contained many turbulent
jets (Narimousa & Maxworthy (1989)). To study the statistical structure of such
eddy field, we have to measured the kinetic energy spectrum assuming that the
field can be considered as a 2D turbulent field. The early results (Narimousa et al.
(1991)) have shown that two inertial subranges exist, one of the form, k - /3 , which
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is consistent with that predicted by classical theories for the inverse energy cascade
range of 2D turbulence, and one with a slope of k- ' in the so-called, enstrophy
cascade range. The latter is steeper than that found from classical theories but
in agreement with that reported in high resolution numerical models. In fact, our
results are the first physical evidence that support the latest results obtained in
recent numerical modelling of 2D-turbulence (Narimousa et al. (1991)). When a
passive marker was released near the upwelled front it was transported offshore by
the jet flow of the eddy field in the form of thin filaments similar to those seen
repeatedly in the satellite (IR) images taken of the West Coast of the USA. These
results have suggested that the prototype systems we are attempting to model can
also be considered to be a 2D and/or geostrophic turbulent field at large scales. Since
jet-like structures and/or rivers evolve in such a field in the laboratory (Narimousa
& Maxworthy (1989)), then presumably they do so also in the natural flow. This
helps to explain the observed filamentary structure which transport passive markers,
e.g. heat and marine life.

Of the other important features off the West Coast of the USA, also revealed
repeatedly by satellite (IR) images, the most dramatic are the large off-shore ex-
tending standing waves which are created by coastal protuberances. These standing
waves play a significant role in the initiation of the flows that transport the coastal
upwelled water off-shore. The satellite (IR) images clearly show that such events
always takes place at locations like the extensive Mendocino Ridge. From looking
at many satellite (IR) images for different years (Narimousa & Maxworthy (1989))
it has become obvious that the interaction of coastal upwelling systems with the
Mendocino Ridge causes such standing waves. Therefore, as a first attempt, we
introduced a bottom topography in our experiment, consisting of a steep upward
slope with a maximum height at the wall of the tank, gradually reducing to zero near
the center of the tank. In later experiments we modified the bottom topography by
introducing a steep downward slope, downstream of the upward slope. When such
bottom topographic features interacted with the coastal upwelling system standing
waves were formed over the ridge and downstream in a similar fashion to those
seen in the satellite (IR) images near the Mendocino Ridge. Our results have thus
suggested that it is the Mendocino Ridge that initiates those standing features. A
comprehensive application of our results to prototype field situation (West Coast of
the USA, Mexico & Peru) is reported in Narimousa & Maxworthy (1989).

Publications:

S. Narimousa and T. Maxworthy. "Application of a laboratory model to the interpre-
tation of satellite and field observations of coastal upwelling." Dyn. Atmos. Oceans.
(1989) 113, 1-46.
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S. Narimousa, T. Maxwcrthy, and G. R. Spedding. "Experiments on forced, Quasi
two-dimensional turbulence at Upwelling Fronts." Proceedings of Seventh Sympo-
sium on Turbulent Shear Flows. September, 1989, Grenoble, France.

S. Narimousa and T. Maxworthy. "Effects of Coastline Perturbations on Coastal
Currents and Fronts". Strmtifed..Flow, Edited by E. J. List and G. H. Jirka (1990),
194-203.

S. Narimousa, T. Maxworthy and G. R. Spedding. "Experiments on Structure and
dynamics forced, Quasi two-dimensional turbulence."J. Fluid Mech., (1991),223, 113-
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S. Narimousa. Homogeneous rotating flow past a coastal submarine ridge. Submit-
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AND FIELD OBSERVATIONS OF COASTAL UPWELLING
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ABSTRACT

Narimousa. S. and Naxworthy. T.. 1989. Application of a laboratory model to the interpreta-
tion of satellite and field observations of coastal up%%ellint. D.n. Atmos. Oceans. 13:
1-46.

An attempt is made to apply the results of our laboratory modeling of coastal upwelling to
similar events off the west coasts of major continental masses. These include the west coasts
of the U.S.A.. Peru. and Baja California. Mexico. For the purpose of the present study. we
ran new experiments on the effects of asymmetric ridges (similar to Mendocino escarpment)
and a perturbed coastline (similar to that in the neighborhood of Point Conception) on the
upwelling and the overall results were similar to symmetric cases reported in our previous
studies. In general. the model suggests that the large. standing features (waves) that extend far
off-shore and which are seen repeatedly in satellite (IR) images near major capes and ridges
are produced as the result of interaction of the upwelling system with the coastal irregularities
themselves. In the absence of any major coastal protuberances the standing features are
absent also. and instead a uniform upwelled front and associated smaller scale, frontal.
baroclinic eddies develop. The baroclinic eddies generated at the upwell front, those pinched-
off from the upwelling system and/or those pre-existing off-shore combine to produce a
complex eddy field. Measurements of the turbulent characteristics of such a field in our
laboratory model have indicated that the structure of these eddies is two dimensional and
geostrophic. When such eddy fields interact with the upwelling system. geostrophic jets
transport the upwelled water far off-shore in the form of meandering filaments, as seen in
(IR) images.

An estimate of the value of the control parameter 0. = g'h,/u *fX, (where g' = g~p is
the reduced gravity. Sp the density difference between top and bottom layers. h0 the depth of
the top layer. u * the friction velocity applied to the top surface. f the Coriolis parameter
and X, the final width of the upwelled water at surface) for the above-mentioned regions gave
values of < 6. Under such circumstances. our model predicts that the standing features and
the uniform upwelled front should eventually become unstable and grow to allow cyclonic
eddies to pinch-off from the upwelling system, as seen repeatedly in satellite (IR) images. An

• Also: )epartment of Aerospace Engineering. U.S.C. and Earth & Space Sciences I)ivision.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena. CA. U.S.A.
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estimate of a topographic Rossby ft number. Rit (see section 4.1.2). for the west coast of the
, U.S.A. and the laboratory model yielded a value of about R# = 0.1 for both cases, leading us

to believe in the similarity between the field and the laboratory flow. When our measure-
ments of the characteristics of the upwelling system are compared with those seen and
measured from such images and field obsenations, we find reasonable. and in some cases
excellent, agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

Large-amplitude. standing features extending far off-shore are often asso-
ciated with coastal perturbations in satellite (IR) images and field observa-
tions of the west coasts of the U.S.A., Peru. and Baja California, Mexico.
For example, a variety of such images. taken of the west coast of the U.S.A.
(Ikeda and Emergy. 1984: Mooers and Robinson, 1984, Breaker, 1985;
Flament et al., 1985: Breaker and Moores. 1986: and Pelaez and McGowan,
1986), have repeatedly indicated association of the standing features with
major coastal perturbations. A satellite (IR) image released by NASA has
shown the presence of large. distinct standing features. near large capes off
Baja California (shown here as Fig. 24). Although we know of no satellite
(IR) images of the upwelling system off Peru. there are reports (Brink et al.,
1980) indicating the presence of standing waves near major coastal perturba-
tions. These features usually transport a large quantity of the coastal
upwelled water far off-shore. Numerical simulations (Peffley and O'Brie,
1976; Preller and O'Brien, 1980; Ikeda and Emery, 1984), field observations
(Brink et al., 1980). and laboratory modeling (Narimousa and Maxworthy
1985, 1986b. 1987a. b. hereafter NM1. NM2. NM3 and NM4. respectively)
have demonstrated that these standing features are indeed associated with
coastal perturbances. In our experiments we have observed permanent,
standing plumes or upwelling maxima at ridges, but not at capes; while
large-amplitude standing waves (upwelling centers) occurred on the down-
stream side of both the capes and the ridges (NM1. 2 and 4). When the
experiments were free of coastline and bottom perturbations (NM3) the
standing waves were absent and usually a uniform, migrating, upwelled
front appeared at the surface. At later times this front became unstable to
baroclinic instabilities to form circular cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. In
the presence of any coastal perturbations, baroclinic instabilities appeared
only upstream or far downstream of the perturbations. In some experiments
(NM2) we introduced an off-shore curl in the surface stress, which generated
off-shore eddies. One important role of these eddies was to transport a large
quantity of the upwelled water off-shore, in the form of meandering, thin
filaments, when they interacted with the upwelled front. To understand the
evolution of such filaments in the laboratory, we have investigated the
structure of a typical eddy field resulting from the large-amplitude instabil-



ity of an upwelled front. Measurements of wavenumber energy spectra
(Narimousa et al., 1987) have indicated that the structure of such an eddy
field produces an enstropy cascade with a steeper energy spectrum than the

( 1 predictions of two-dimensional turbulence theory (Kraichnan, 1967; Leith,
1968; Batchelor, 1969). This suggested that the turbulence was geostrophic
and that meandering. geostrophic, turbulent jets are characteristic of such
eddy fields, which are, in turn. mainly responsible for the transportation of
material through the field.

When all of the above-mentioned mechanisms together influence the
upwelled front, they produce such complicated flow patterns that individual
effects may be hard to extract. In the present paper we apply our experimen-
tal result to the observed upwelling events, considering each of the above-
mentioned perturbations separately. Owing to the limitations of our labora-
tory model in producing the exact geometry of the natural flow. we only
apply those of our results in which the driving effects seem unambiguous
and which reasonably resemble flow patterns observed from satellite (IR)
images and measured in field experiments.

Among the characteristics of the flow field which we estimate are the
wavelength L,, = 2,, (X, is the average diameter of a circular cyclone or
anticyclone at the upwelled frort) of the baroclinic instabilities at the
upwelled front; the size of the off-shore eddies Xo; the distance (D,,.) of the
first and the most significant downstream standing wave, or upwelling
center from a cape or a ridge, which produced the wave; the extreme
off-shore extension. AS.W, of the first stable, downstream standing-wave
trough from the wall of the tank, and that over the ridge. A., (see section 3).
In our estimation of these lengths we need to determine the value of X, (the
final width of the upwelled front at the surface far from any perturbations)
in order to determine the value of a control parameter 0 * = g'ho/u * f .,

Up to now the coastal perturbations (capes and ridges) used in our
laboratory models have had a symmetric shape. Actual. major bottom-topo-
graphic and coastline perturbations are often abrupt and their shape is far
from symmetrical. As an example. the Mendocino Ridge. which has a strong
influence on the upwelling system off the west coast of the U.S.A. , has just
these characteristics. Because of this we have performed additional experi-
ments where the effects of a similar bottom topography were investigated.
Experiments were performed also to investigate the effects of abrupt coast-
line variations on the upwelling system (see details in sections 2 and 4).

2. THE EXPERIMENTS

The experimental model has already been discussed in detail in NMI -4.
here, for the sake of convenience, we give a brief discussion of the original
model only.
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross-sectional side view of the experimental tank (lengths in centimeters). (b and
C) Plan view of the tank with (b) a ridge and (c) cape in place. (d) Similar to (b) except here
the outer D cm of the surface of the top water as indicated is stressed, while the inner

R,)- D) cm of the surface of the top layer is stress free (SF).

Two layers of salt water of slightly different densities were brought to
solid-body counter-clockwise rotation inside a cylindrical tank (90 cm in
diameter and 22 cm in depth) having a conical bottom with a slope a = 0.27
(Fig. 1a). The surface of the top fluid was in contact with a circular. smooth
disc. so that as it rotated a stress was applied to the top surface of the less
dense water, in order to model tile wind stress at the air-sea interface. Foi
the purpose of this study the disc was rotated in a clockwise direction
opposite to the basic rotation of the apparatus. The applied stress caused the
top layer to drift outward and the interface (front) between the two fluids to
rise near the wall. As this process continued the front intersected the disc
surface and then migrated away from the wall to allow the bottom fluid to
appear at the surface around the outer edge of the tank. This frontal
movement was observed by placing small neutrally buoyant particles in the
front and their motion was recorded by streak photography. The direction of
motion of these particles was found by firing an electronic flash at the
beginning of the time exposure. In soie of our experiments we injected dye
into the system to reveal the eddy structure, the standing features and the
resulting off-shore jets.

In this laboratory model we have performed experiments to study the
effects of. (i) bottom topography (NMI). (ii) bottom topography with an
offshore curl in the surface stress (NM2) and (iii) capes (NM4) on coastal



upwelling. We have also investigated. (iv) the characteristics of coastal
upwelling when the model was free of all geometric perturbations (NM3).
All the experiments were conducted in the same tank with the same bottom
slope (Fig. 1a). The plan views of different perturbations are shown in Fig.
lb for a ridge. Fig. Ic for a cape and Fig. Id for a ridge with a sharp,
off-shore cut-off in the surface stress. In the latter case (Fig. 1d) the tank
was partially filled so that the surface of the top layer was only in contact
with the outer D cm of the disc, so that the stress applied to the top surface
was discontinuous and a surface-stress curl occurred at this location. The
cape models (NM4) were manufactured by cutting a cylinder of radius Rc in
half through its vertical axis. these were then placed vertically on the conical
bottom, at the wall (Fig. 1c). The ridge models were manufactured by
cutting either a cone or a cylinder in half, and these were also placed on the
conical bottom as shown in Fig. lb and Id.

For the purpose of the present study, we decided to perform new
experiments for situations in which the shape of the coastal perturbations

Fig. 2. (a) A perspective view of the sloping bottom with an abrupt. steep slope upstream.
This is similar to that at Mendocino Ridge. (b) Side view of the ridge (lengths in cm).
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Fig. 3. (a) A modified version of Fig. 2. where a much smaller downward slope is added to
the downstream side of the ridge. (b) Side view of the ridge (lengths in cm).

were not symmetric. Typical examples were simple models of the areas like
Mendocino Ridge and Point Conception. off the west of the USA. To model
a ridge similar to that at Mendocino. we manufactured two types of bottom
irregularity. To produce the first type (Case A) it was an easy matter to cut
the existing conical bottom radially, thus allowing us to elevate one side of
the cut with respect to the other. The maximum elevation (3 cm) occurred at
the outer edge of the conical bottom and gradually reduced to zero at the
center of the tank. In this way an upward steep slope was produced in the
laboratory model, followed by a gentle slope back to the original conical
bottom (Fig. 2). To produce the second type (Case B) we modified Case A
by creating a downward, steep slope downstream of the one in Case A. The
downward slope was made as in Case A. except that the maximum lowering
at the outer edge of the conical bottom was about 1 cm (Fig. 3). In this way,
bottom topography consistei of an upward steep slope on the upstream side
followed by a smaller downward steep slope on the downstream side. In
both Case A and B the bottom topography was non-symmetric, in a way
that would produce upwelling features similar to those caused by the
Mendocino Ridge. Details of the results are to be found in section 4.1.

Abrupt coastline irregularities like the one at Point Conception anad their
effect on coastal upvelling are of significant concern. In addition, the
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Fig. 4. Plan view of half of the experimental tank with a coastline (ABCD) showing an abrupt
change at BC similar to that at Point Conception. The dashed area (ABC) is solid and the
dotted area (BDC) is free from the surface stress.

existing field data suggest that the average, along-shore, summer wind stress
distribution around Point Conception changes abruptly also. According to
Hickey, (1979) and Nelson (1977), the average summer wind stress is large
upstream (north) and at Point Conception, while wind is weak downstream
of the Point. To investigate the effects of such changes in surface wind stress
around an abrupt change in coastline shape we produced a similar situation
in the laboratory model. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.
The vertically shaded area is the new coastline, with zero off-shore extension
at point A. and gradually increasing to a maximum (- 8 cm) at point B,
where it abruptly reduces to zero at point C. In the area BCD, indicated by
dots, a stationary plexiglass sheet was placed on top of this area to shield the
fluid from any direct effects of the surface stress in this area. The results
obtained from this model are discussed in section 4.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE FEATURES OF INTEREST IN THE LABORATORY
MODEL

In this section we give a brief discussion to those upwelled features seen
in the experiments which will be the subject of our application to similar
features seen in the satellite (IR) images and field observations. As men-
tioned in section 1 an important feature of interest is the average diameter of
the baroclinic eddies at the uniform upwelled front X,,. or alternatively, the
wavelength between the two consecutive crests or troughs (L, = 2,.).
These disturbances usually appear at the upwelled front at the surface when
the front has migrated a distance, designated X,, away from the wall of the
tank (details are in NMI and NM3). Our measurements of X,, upstream of
a ridge, a cape and also in their absence have shown that the value of X,
within an uncertainty of - 10%, is the same for all cases (Fig. 5).

Subsequently, when we introduced an off-shore curl in the surface stress,
eddies were produced at that location and then moved off-shore (Fig. 6). In
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Fig. S. A set of streak and dye photographs %ith a 0.5 stime e\pos-ure for small values of 0 o.
hoigthe effect of different t'.pes oif perturbat i on the coastal current and the up%%elled

fronlt. Photograph (a) has avalue of 0-* =2.2 and the model is free of coastal perturbations
(N M). Notice the frontal baroclinic \%aves (F ;i s show 1 by dye and particle streak..
Photograph-( h) has a value of 0 * =2.2. and a caipe i. in troduced into the model. Notice the
uipstream haroclinic \%a'~es approaching the cape and the thmnst reaii %landing \ .aves caused
h% the cape. Photograph (c) has a \a.lue of fi 2.5. in this case there is a ridgte and in

off-slhore curl in the surface stress i1t position (SI)) In this pho tograph theC iip%% Cild from tdid
not interact %%ith thec stress disconti nuit % (SID) and frontal baroclinic aesupstream oif tile

Id 're Lindtur In(I) oieteminuim utn%%ellinu at the ridue in the fo rm of* let



Figo. 6. A streak photograph with a 0.5 s time expomure. with a value of 0 * 2. Similar to
Fig. 5c. except that here the upwelled front interacted %%ith (SI)). The frontal eddies ha'e
vanished a-, ,eperate entities and ha%e become incorporated inlto a number of large off-shore
eddies (01)) which ha\e been produced at the stress free region.

NM2. we showed that these off-shore eddies played an important role in
transporting the upwelled water off-shore. Our measurements of the mean
diameter \, of these off-shore eddies indicated that their size. for a given
value of 0 *. was about twice the value of that of the frontal eddies. i.e..
X0)-'2X,(NNI2).

When we introduced a sub.surface ridge into the model (Figs. 5 and 7) a
maximum upwelling in the form of a high-,peed. jet-like plume was pro-
duced as a permanent standing feature at the ridge (NM ). The high-speed
jet flow extended a considerable distance downstream in the form of
standing waves. For values of 0 * > 6. the standing wave system was usually
stable. while for values of 0 * < 6 it usually became unstable after about 50
rotation periods, with troughs propagated in the off-shore direction. This
wave growth often caused cyclones to pinch-off from the unstable wave
troughs. It was the.se pinched cyclones which played an important role in
transporting the upwelled water off-shore (Narimou.,a and .Maxworthv.
1985. 1986a). With the applications in mind. we studied effect.,, of different
size ridges on the upwelling system in order to relate ridge geometry to the
behavior of the associated standing features (see section 4). In this way. the
average height (I,) and width ( w) of a given ridge together with the average
height ( H ) of the adjacent water column appeared in the relations leading to
the estimates of .Ar. D,%% and A, given in NNilI. with appropriate caveats.
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In the case of a cape the situation was somewhat different since the
upwelling was not maximum at the cape (Fig. 7a and b). yet standing waves
were formed downstream of the cape as well. IN NM4 we studied the effects
of different size capes on the upwelled front, and were then able to include
the cape geometry into formulations leading to estimates of D,, and A,,. At
values of 0 * > 6. the standing wave caused by a cape was usually stable.
while at values of 0 * < 6. the standing wave tended to become unstable and
repeated the process already discussed above for standing waves caused by a
ridge. Also. at values of 0 * < 6. often a diverging, rotary-type flow config-
uration formed between the cape and the downstream standing wave. Such a
flow configuration produced long off-shore extending filaments of cold
upwelled water.

When we placed the new ridges or capes into the experimental tank (see
section 2 and Figs. 2-4). flow patterns were induced which were generally
similar to those already discussed for a symmetric ridge or cape. We note the
detailed differences in section 4 when the corresponding full-scale flows are
discussed.

4. APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

4.1. To the west coast of North Anierica

4. 1. 1. Descriptive
Of all the important features off the west coast of the U.S.A. the most

dramatic are the large off-shore-extending standing waves which are created
by coastal protuberances. These standing features play a significant role in
the initiation of the transportation of the coastal upwelled water off-shore.
For example. see Figs. 8-10 where IR images for the west coast of the
U.S.A. are shown. An upwelling maximnum in the form of a standing plume

Fig. 7. (a) Streak photographs with a 0.5 s time exposure with a value of 0 • 5.5. showing
flow pattern caused by a single cape. Notice the baroclinic frontal waves upstream and the
large stable standing wave downstream of the cape. (b) The long time behavior of (a). Here
the standing wave is unstable and has propagated a considerable distance off-,hore. When
dye was released into the system near the surface. it was tran.sported abruptl. off-shore by the
unstable wave. In (b) the value of .. ,., for an unstable wave in much larger than .. , for the
stable wave in (a). Also notice that there is no upwelling maximunm or plume at the cape. (c)
A streak and dye photograph with a 0.5 s time exposure showing flow pattern caused by a
medium symmetric size ridge (similar to NMI. but 401i smaller in height). Notice upwelling
maximum (NIP) at the ridge with strong cyclonic circulation and a large unstable standing
wave downstream. Also notice that a large quantity of dye is transported off-shore at the
ridge and at the unstable standing wave downstream. In both (h) and (c) the unstable wave
eventually generates a cyclone from it,, trough.
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at the Mendocino Ridge is. dlearly shown in these IR images. The existence
*~of this feature- is consistent withi the upwelling maximum observed over

bottom topography in our lahoratory model (NM I and NM12). The variabil-
ity~ of the standing feature inl thle three figures (8-10) is also striking.
Accordingy to our model this could be related to various flow conditions. For
example. detachment of cyclonic eddies from the head of thle standing plume
(Narimlousa and Niaxworthy. 1985. 1 986a). interaction of the standing
plume with off-shore eddies (NN2) and the presence of anl off-shore Curl inl
the surface wind stress. When the upwelling maximum at the ridge inter-
acted with the off-shore curl in thle wind stress a variety of off-shore-extend-
ing features developed (for details see NN12). However. the major difference
is that the bottom topographyV used in our model is symmetric, while thle
prototype. MNendocino Ridge. is not. As thle Contour map (see Fig. 19)
indicates. Mendocino Ridge consists of a steep slope (anl escarpment) to the
North (upstream) and a relatively mild slope to thle south (downstream).
Since such a shape is far from symmetric and because of great concern
about its possible. strong effects onl coastal Currents and fronts. we have
produced a similar shape ill our model. For thle first set of experiments (Case
A: Fig. 2) the bottom topography consisted of a steep upward slope with a
maximlum heighit at the wall of the tanlk. gradually reduLcinga to zero near the
center of the tanlk. Under such circumstances. when the fluid columins
reached the step. vortex contraction caused the columns to move along thle
step toward the center of the tank inl a jet-like fashion similar to N NI I (see
also Maxworthy. 1977). Evenltually, at sonmc distance off-shore. thle fluid
columins flowed Over the step and returned inshore to produce an1 upwelling"
maximum. Because Of thle lack of a steep downward step. thle return flow
imimediately downstream was much weaker than that observed inl N NI (see

Fie. 8. A satellite OIR) itnage showing an example of an up%%elling e~ent off the ~etcoast or
the U...S.A. ( taken in June 1981 courtes,\ of Pierre Flanient). A mia\imium plume (A) at
Miendocino Ridge (NIl)) and a cyclonic rotation at the head of the plumec i., shown clearly on
this (IR) inme. The downstream standing wave (11) a-sociated with Miendocino cape and
rid~e is clearly shown at Point Arena (11). The downstreamn standinet \ave (W) cau%ed ht Point
Arena (PA-) is shown near San Francisco Ba\. The much \%eaker hottoni topographl\ jus't
off-shore from San Francisct Bay and that at Point Stir ako produced mia\itMin plunies

RDE) and standing e% (F) do nstreami of Point Stir WSJ). The din. ntreami standingt wave
a~ociated with Point Conception (PC) IN- indicated alJNo (Gi). Since %\e haime e'ltilated a value
of 9 * - fr~ the we~st coast or the U.S.A. then. accord.ing ito the prediction h%. the laboratory
model, the abo~e standine feaittres -should become uin'tahle and ,ro%% in the off-shore
direction, which is the case in this- (111) imnae. AIko. the induced iio%\ ;t~ociated %%ith eddies.
in the Califrornia current \~stemi and tho'c associated \%ith thle up~kelling 5y tein it.self h1a1\e
produced a number of filament, of cold up\%elled %%ater. %%hich e\tend %e~eral hundred
kilornetres off-shore.
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Fig 11. Streak and d\ e phlotouraph' % 0.i 5 time e\posu re lumi~ng thle fitox% pa tern caused
b% tile ridge of Case A. Ev~erimentai conditions are: Ih,, =2.5 cm. 1Q6 cm 19.6'cm

- 012 s.u a = 0.28s %:II \ = 15 cm and 9 3 (,1) Taken after 100o ~
anld shows thle resulting up~kecling, ma\inlim together \%i th c~ clonic circulation (CC) o'er the
steep ridge and the standing, %%ai e \%ith the asociated pinched-off W C) edd\ do%\nstream of
thle ridge. (b) *raken a fe%% rotation periods later than (aI). ()II here d\ e is relea~ed into the
N\" teml near the surface. Notice that d~e is transported off-shore b\ the standinelL \\ ave and0,
the pinched-tiff edd% . At a later timle, as ,lumni in Fi,!. 1 2. laruer amount-- of d.\ e will be
transported off-shore b\> the pinched-off edd\.

Figs. 5c and 7c. and compare with Fig. I1I1. Nevertheless. as in NM NI. a
strong oclconic circulation (eddy) \%,as formed over the step (see Fig. I1).
Thie mu1Lch weaker downstream jet f'low (when compared wvith NM I 1)pro-
duced weaker standing wm~es further downstream fromn the cvclonic circula-
tioni. The first of these standing waves at low values of 0 * < 6 could become
Unstahle in a fash ion similar to N NI I to 1llow cVClon1ic eddies to pi nch-olf
from its t r ug(li (SC HeFi. I1I



In -aeB e Modified thle escarpment of Ca e A h\nr uig te
downward slope. downstream of the Lup\\ard slope inl Case A (for details see:
Section 2). Inl this cas"e, thle presence of theC snllerCt donadStep cauSedI
thle fluid Col1.u mn11 to move inl a fashioni intermediate hetm cen the two
extreme cases. i.e.. A and N NI 1 . so that a Jet fowhich \\as stronguer than
Case A hut weaker than that of N NIL \\'was produced dow n11tireaml of thle
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" bottom topography in the form of standing waves with characteristics
similar. but not identical, to those of NMI and Case A (Fig. 12).

In general. when we introduced a variety of off-shore-extending symmet-
ric and asymmetric ridges separately into our model an upwelling of
maximum off-shore extent was produced at the ridge and standing waves
were formed downstream. The smallest ridge used in the model had an
average height of - 0.5 cm. yet it still produced the above-mentioned
features (see Fig. 14). These results zlone should help explain the observed
upwelling maximum at the Miendocino Ridge and standing waves down-
stream. We note here that. as shown in NM4 and section 3. capes alone do
not produce an upwelling maximum, they produce downstream standing
waves only. As we will see later in this section. we estimate that the peak of
the first standing wave downstream of the Mendocino Ridge should occur
near Point Arena. Satellite (IR) image., (Fig. 8. and see Fig. 22) often show
such an upwelling maximum at point Arena: our model (NM4) suggests that
this maximum is not due to the presence of Point Arena itself, but is part of
the large. standing-wave pattern caused by Cape Mendocino and bottom
topography. To show this effect. we modified Case B by inserting a model
cape some distance downstream of the ridge. We then ran a controlled
experiment allowing the first standing wave of the ridge to occur near the
cape. The result is shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that a maximum now
exists at the cape. a phenomenon which was not observed when the model
consisted of a cape alone. This maximum represents the amplification by the
cape of the first downstream standing wave associated with the upstream
ridge!

The contour map of bottom topography (see Fig. 19) off the west coast of
the U.S.A. indicates the presence of a cape and associated bottom topogra-
phy at Point Sur. which are considerably smaller than that at Mendocino.
Based on our experiment, one would expect that Point Sur should produce

Fig. 13. Streak and dye photographs with 0.5 s time exposure showing the flow pattern caused
by combination of the ridge of Case B and a cape. Experimental conditions are: h,, - 2.1 cm.
.#-21 s-. f-S- 1 . .11,-0.123 s- . s* a0.24 cm s- . A, =17cm and 0* s 2. Note
that these conditions are chosen so that the first downstream standing wave caused by the
ridge is almost coincidental with the cape. (a) Flow pattern over the ridge as in Fig. 12. The
first standing wave caused by the ridge is formed almost at the cape and one should not
assume that this is an upwelling maximum caused by the cape (compare with Fig. 7) as might
he assumed from satellite images of Point Arena. for example. Also notice that tie second
standing wave of the ridge occurred at the position where the standing wave of the cape
should occur. Further downstream there exist weaker standing waves. (b) Taken about 20
rotation periods later than (a) shows that the standing waves of (a) are all unstable and many
cyclones have pinched-off. (c) Dye is released into the svstem near the surface and is
transported off-shore \igorou.sI by the pinched-off eddies.
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Figi. 15. Satiteir OIR) Image taken fro m the %%et coa~t of til t .S.A-. (.I-) Liken oln JIune 2.
1 9X0. s%i ng2 '111 U\ Iii.u1Ifllmuni ait Po~ inlt Stir and thle imiciated %tallinil'2~ a'

dim~ iitream. (hi 'I aken 's dla' ,later on Riuk P). I 9s1 . I ndic.e .that1 thle %tandi ng plumle ait

the ridge I, un~table and haN gro%% iii the off-ho re direo Tio n. Nt tice thle o~clonic edd'l M IMI

is about to lie pi nclied-o f fro m the head of the p1 imle. fikh m'n~treaml "tandi ne g %

ullstahle and i t, heha' io r I, imulair to that of thle tindim- n4plume. 1C 1 Taken III June 198 I.

again -.ho%%ing the ta ndi ng featuire, de~erihied inI h). -InI here thle do n~t ream tanldin'a

wm~e pro)hahl\ interacted %%ith anI oft-'hore eddk ito pro dw~e thle indicated filament.
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Cldpe. htit thiat tile am1plitudeIS Of thle features scales with the cape siz.e. Again.
when we introduced a smaller ridge than that of NM I and Case A and 13
into the laboratory model we observed that the effects of small ridge on
upwelling were again similar to that seen in those stuldies" ( Fig. 14). except
here the standing features \\ere of smaller amplitude. In F~ig. 15 it can he
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ICC11 tllit POillt StIr- Can1 pr-OdUCC Zan UIJC\% 11 cliiII nIpti t the bottom topogra-
Ph\% and standing %%Ii~e khmil. ntreanl as tile :nodcl

In gene:raI. it appear, from atellitc (I R) imnages that Coll "tstenl t. large-aml-
pi ttide stanidill- nI*C.etuire often e\ist do\% n~tream off' maor capes kin tile west
co ast oif the I S.A. KciI\ (I 1~ W) has reportcd one of' these staildingu fcatu1.rcs



Fig. 16. A satellite (IR) imnage fromn the %%est coa~t of the L. S.A. (taken in Jul% 1980). shows
the presence of two filaments (17l). one at Point Arena and the oither at Point Conception at
the po%ition where. it- predicted h% the modlel. a di~erging rotar% type flow configuration
should occur. tDe-cription of the features near Point Sur aire a,. in Fig. 15.

downstream of Point Arena. Figures 8 and 10 show features similar to those
reported by her downstream of Point Arena. These IR images show standing
features downstreamn of Cape Blanco and Cape Mendocino also. As we have
discussed in detail in NM%4 (see also section 2). capes often produce a
diverging, rotary-type motion between the cape and the first standing wave.
Interaction between this rotary motion and the upwelled fluid produced
long. thin filaments of cold water. which extended a considerable distance
off-shore. Eventually, the filaments, as thle%, drifted downstream, were ab-
sorbed by the large downstream standing wave, while at the same time new
Ones Were formed by the rotary motion. Such filaments have often been
observed near the major capes (see Fig. 16) off the wvest coast of the U.S.A.

The mnost abrupt coastline irregularity off the west coast of thle U.S.A.
occurs at Point C'onception. Reports indicate (see section 2) that the average



equtorard sumimer. wi nd-stress upstream -iot) n t Point Conception
is large. %%hiue it is weak downstream (south) of this location. In order to
investigate thle effect Of suICh wind stress distrihution near an aihrupt chanlge
in coastline shape during anl Upwellino episode. We produLced a similar
situaltionl in the laboratory model (for d-.-taib, see section 2). A typical

I .1 St reak aind d~ c phott, irrih, %ith I ' 5 ti me c'.poure. ~ ~the t'Io\ paIttern
H.11e 1 tiirupt diig Inl 11Cre hi'i.". .a\per, mental cond ition 'i~ re hi, 2.8 em.

a fit,% (DI I2 ll l ()1 't do%%rt reaim (, thle abrupt dwlia c n~~ ta nd hn,. \%*i~.e and a
pi nched-offi edd% ire 'hokn further do, a't ream. Nttte t hat udi Ii a io ' pattern i, similar to
that piotdut ed 11% a %numenct capep alon ,~ cc h-. -r. 1' D I)\ei relea~ed In to thle stem near
thle \u rfacc and i-. t ra'ported -cf bh-, H the dih er.:inu± fit,%. thle 'titndu ng %j. and
aI'-sciated p'llincd-off eddie'. Noltr-e thle tt-rination of thle indicated filkimen. '% hich i.
produced b. the di~ erging fiom. No~ te that a, thle filament a',I con'ec.ted dimn'tream a ne%%
Onle formed In it, plaice I for detail, 'cc N M14)
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(a)

Fig. 18. Satellite (I R) images Showing anl Lip clliig Nystem near Point C onception (courtesy
of Burton Jones). (a) Taken on1 April 7. 1983 %hluing the presence of a filament near Point
(onception at thle postition %khere a roa%-\pfltim conf iguraition slioild occur. bh) Taken on
MNi 16, 1983. sluit)%Ing a1 iul1! de~ eloped tip~kcitingf featutre near Voi ut Co nceptiofl with
Characteristics. simiIa r to t ho se described in lie. 1 7,



experimental result is shown in Fig. 17. Characteristics of the flow caused by
such a laboratory arrangement are similar to those produced by a cape alone
except for the existence of a stagnant or separated zone immediately
downstream of the cape. The flow divergence, the downstream standing
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Fig. 19. Coastline variations ( )and contour map of bottom topography ( )off
the west coast of the U.S.A. Superimposed are the interface between cold upwlled water and
warmer surface water. drawn according to the satellite (OR) images of Fig. 9 (...)
10 ( - - - .15c ( ------ ) and 18 (. .).Descriptions of the upwelling features as in Figs.
8. 9. 10. 15 and 18. only here their relations with coastal perturbances are shown clearly.
Owing to the presence-of major capes and ridges to the south of Cape Blanco. the upwelled
features are standing while the absence of major coastal perturbances to tile north of Cape
Blanco allow a uniform upwelled front and associated frontal eddies, to develop. Notice that
it is the Mendocino Ridge that produced the largest standing features and Point Sur which
produced relatively small features. Since we have estimated a value of 0 * - 5 for the west
coast of the U.S.A.. all the standing features are probably unstable and will propagate in the
off-shore direction.



wave and the pinched-off eddy are clearly shown in Fig. 17. When dye was
released into the upwelled fluid upstream of the cape it was transported
off-shore in a similar fashion to that already described for capes in NM4.
This suggests that the large features seen in IR images near Point Concep-
tion are indeed induced by the presence of the Point itself (see Figs. 8. 16
and 18).

The discussion up to this point has been concerned % ith upwelling events
to the south of Cape Blanco ( Fig. 19). To the north of the cape the coast is
free of nakjor perturbations. According to the model, in such regions.
standing features. as described above. should be absent. instead a uniform
upwelled front and associated traveling frontal-eddies should develop. Satel-
lite (IR) images. e.g.. Figs. 9 and 20. and a recent publication by Thomson
and Papadakis (1987). indeed indicate the presence of a uniform upwelled
front with superimposed frontal. baroclinic eddies to the north of Cape
Blanco.

In summary. to give a simple and clear overall picture of the upwelling
system off the west coast of the U.S.A.. we have superimposed four satellite
(IR) images on to the contour map of bottom topography (see Fig. 19). The

IN 0'

* A.,

Fig. 20. A satellite (IR) image taken in September 1982. showing an interaction between the
coustally induced standing features and off-.shore eddies. Induced turbulent jets associated
with the off-shore edd\ field ha~e transported the coastal upwelled %ater far off-.shore in the
form of filaments. Notice that the interaction has revealed the presence of off-shore eddies.



four IR images taken together cover most of the important features of the
upwelling system. Each image shows features that are repeated in a large
number of images and can be considered typical of the region under study.

More recently we have studied the statistical properties of the field of
frontal. baroclinic eddies and those which were pinched-off from the upwell-
ing system. Measurements of the wavenumber energy spectrum indicated
that such an eddy field is close to being two dimensional and geostrophic
(Narimousa et al.. 1987). The dispersion characteristics of such a field are
closely associated with the high-speed. often turbulent. jets between vortices
of like sign. A similar mechanism is often seen in the ocean. where these jets
transport cold upwelled water far off-shore in the form of meandering
filaments, as shown in Figs. 8 and 20 and see Fig. 22.

4.1.2. Quantitatice
In this section we apply quantitative results from our model for some of

the characteristics of the upwelling system (see section 2) to the similar
features seen in satellite (IR) images. In our applications of the model, we
use the basic data gathered by Mooers et al. (1976). Hickev (1979). Breaker
and Mooers (1986). and those already used in the numerical modeling of
Peffley and O'Brien (1976). and Ikeda and Emery (1984) to calculate a value
for the appropriate independent variable 0 *. Thus. we choose h = 50 x 102
cm. g' = 1.5 cm s-. f= 10 - 4 S-'. U * = 1.5 cm s - (i.e.. T = 2 dyn cn- 2 )
and X., = 10" cm. Note that in our original experiments we did not measure
u * directly, it was deduced from direct measurements of the mean velocity
U in the upper layer (see NMI) using an empirical relation u* =-0.1 U.
given by Narimousa et al. (1986). Using the above data we estimate a value
of 0 * = 5 for the west coast of the U.S.A.

Furthermore. for comparison of model and prototype we also need to
estimate a value of the Ro.sby /' number Rpl = L'/fla (here a is the width
of the current. P3 =f 1/h dh dr. h is the average depth and a = dh/dr is
the bottom slope). For the laboratory model we have a = 0.27. a = 20 cm.
f= 3 s- . U'= 4 cm s- and h = 10 cm. giving an average value of R = 0.12.
For the west coast of the U.S.A.. we have a = 0.05. a = 6 x 10" cm and
h = 15 x 104 cm. giving an average value of R,, = 0.1. which is about the
same as that found in the laboratory model. This similarity between the field
and the laboratory model allows us to apply the quantitative re.sults of the
model to field observations.

According to the model. baroclinic waves should appear at the upwelled
front at an off-shore distance X. (see NM3) given by

,\,/X, = 0.70 * 5 (1)

Application of eqn. (1) to the above field data gives a value of X, = 30 ki.



for the off-shore distance in '% hich thle %"aves should appear at the upwelled
front. Figure 21 shows an early stage oif thle upwelled front at the surface
between Point Sur and Point Conception. where the front has migrated a
distance of X\ = 35 km. off-.shore from the coast. Small baroclinic dis-
turbances \%ith a diameter. XA of =15 kil. have already been formed at the
front at about the distance predicted above b\ the model (Fig. 21 ). Observa-
tions from the laborator\ model in the absence of an\- coastal perturbations
(NN13) denionstrat :d thait thle upwelled front should continue to migrate
off-shore and at the same time thle frontal baroclinic waves should continue
to grow in amplitude. Eventually, a steady-state situation is reached and the
radial pressure gradient caused by% front deformation balances the radial
Coriolis force beneath the ageostrophic surface Ekman layer. the upwelling

CP

V~

Fig. 21. A satellite OlR) iniag t aken in April 1981. showing an early stage or upwelling
between Point Sur (O)5) and Point c onception d'K). The upwelled front has migrated a
distance of - 35 kmn off.%hore. %%ere haroclinic disturbances with a mean diameter of - 15
km have appeared at the front. An incipient up\%elling rnaxinum at Point Sur is also clearly
shown.
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Fig 22. A satellite (IR) image from the west coast of the L.S.A. showing that the standing
features asociated % ith major coa.,tal perturbat ion, dominate the up\ elling ,ytem to the
south of Ca pe Blanco. as in Figs. 9. 10 and 23. To the north of Cape Blanco a nearly uniform
upwelled front and frontal baroclinic eddies are apparent. Some of the characteristics of the
coastal upWeiling (X, D,. ,, . X ,) are indicated. Off-shore eddies and associated turbulent
jets. a., indicated. are revealed alko. In this IR image. the ;tanding features are untable and
have grown in the off-shore direction.

front becomes stationary and the frontal waves reach a saturated size given
by eqn. (2). In the real ocean the situation is not always as clean-cut as this
since the upwelling front. during it.s migration and before reaching its final
location, often interacts with the off-shore eddies and thereafter the eddies
transport the upwelled water off-shore as described in section 4.1.1. Also.
coastal perturbation as demonstrated in the laboratory and repeatedly seen
in IR images. produce large. off-shore-extending standing features (see
sections 3 and 4.1.1) which tend to dominate the upwelling system (Fig. 22).
Such influences in the actual ocean greatly reduce the chance for formation
of a fully developed, uniform upwelled front and the associated frontal
eddies. The satellite (IR) image. Fig. 21. shows an earl\ stage of LI pwClled
front at the surface in a region (between PS and PC) where major coastal
perturbations are absent. Even in such a region. the indicated uniform
upwelled front will not last for \ery long and it Will soon lo.se it.s identity iLe
to the above-mentioned mechanism.s. For example. Breaker (1985) included
a sequence of IR images (taken on June 1981 between PS and PC) showing
an early stage of the upwelled front which had lost it., form mostly due to
interaction with the off-shore disturbances.
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Measurements of the average diameter of the frontal eddies (X,) in the

laboratory (NM1) yields

X,,, 0.10• (2)

This result was in agreement with wavelengths L,. = 2X,, measured in
experiments of Griffiths and Linden (1982) and Chia et al. (1982), and
predicted by theories of Killworth et al. (1984) and Phillips (1954). Appli-
cation of eqn. (2) to the above field data gives L, = 2X,, = 100 ki. which is
in excellent agreement with the wavelengths measured from the satellite (IR)
images near and upstream of Cape Blanco (e.g.. Figs. 9. 22 and 23).

In NM3 (see also section 3) when we introduced a positive off-shore curl
in the surface stress. a field of off-shore eddies was produced with average
diameter (X0 )

Xh, = 0.220 • (3)

Applications of eqn. (3) to the above field data gives X,, = 110 km. Huyer et
al. [1983] reported an off-shored eddy with a diameter of - 100 km off the
coast of Oregon. Berstein et al. [1977] also reported an off-shore eddy with a
size of - 100 km upstream of Point Conception. Measurements of X, from
IR images. Figs. 20 and 23. give an average value of - 100 kin, which is in
agreement with that predicted by eqn. (3).

In NM4 (also section 3) we demonstrated that capes usually produced
stable downstream standing waves. Only at values of 0 * < 6. and after
about 50 f. did the standing waves often become unstable and their
amplitude grow in the off-shore direction. Measurements of amplitude of
the stable standing waves A, for all values of 0 * yields

A,,/R,= 3.5 (4)

where R. is the mean radius of a given cape measured from a mean
coastline. Here we apply eqn. (4) to major capes like Blanco and Point
Arena. For capes Blanco and Point Arena we have R, = 25 ki. giving
A,% =90 ki. These values of A, for the above capes are estimated for
w,'hen the standing waves are stable. We should emphasize here that since we
have estimated a value 0 ,-5 for the west coast of the U.S.A.. then
according to the model the standing waves caused by the capes should
become unstable and their amplitude should grow in the off-shore direction.
The growing wave will eventually allow a cyclonic eddy to be pinched-off
from its trough. Under such circumstances, the maximum value of A,,, for
the unstable wave. before total detachment of the cyclonic eddy. is about
twice that given above by eqn. (4) for the case when the wave is stable (see
Fig. 19).
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Also. we have measured the distance D,, between the tip of a given cape
and the center of the generated downstream standing wave. The result was
consistent with (see NM4)

which is applicable to any cape. Application of eqn. (5) to the above capes
gives D,, f 125 km. for the distance of the downstream standing wave from
Cape Blanco and Point Arena. Average values of D,,, measured from
satellite IR) images for the above capes are in agreement with that predic-
ted by eqn. (5).

For the purpose of the present study. as mentioned in section 2. we
performed experiments where we placed a variety of ridges (different widths.
height and shapes) into the experiment tank. Measurements of the distance
between the mean position of the generated downstream standing wave and
the ridge D,, for 35 different cases and to within an error of - 105. was
consistent with

D,,,/X, a 0.3( (It 0.5 1Ht) -0.25 0 (6)

where w is the average width of the ridge. h, is the average height of the
ridge and H is the average depth of the water column adjacent to the ridge.
Equation (6) is applicable to any ridge which is nearly symmetric. Owing to
this, it is difficult to apply eqn. (6) to Mendocino Ridge because it is highly
non-symmetric. Difficulty also arises in estimating a value of i for
Mendocino Ridge from an actual contour map of bottom topography off the
west coast of the U.S.A. Nevertheless. from the much simplified contour
map. Fig. 19. one can estimate a value of w = 70 km for the average width of
the Mendocino Ridge with h, = 1 km and H = 2 km. Application of eqn. (6)
to this case gives a value of about D,,, = 105 km. for the distance of the
downstream standing wave from the ridge. Satellite (IR) images presented in
this paper give 110 4 D,,, e 150 km for the standing wave associated with
Mendocino. which has a lower bound in agreement with that predicted by
the model. However. experiments with the non-symmetric ridges give larger
values for D,w owing to the slower relaxation to the upstream depth.
downstream of the non-symmetric ridge.

Applications of eqn. (6) to the ridge at Point Sur with h, = 0.5 km. w m 40
km and H f1 km. gives D, = 100 km. for the distance of the downstream
standing wave from the ridge.

Measurements of the amplitude of the stable downstream standing wave
caused by ridges in the laboratory was consistent with
AW ft=.(I/) / (7)



Application of eqn (7) to Mendocino Ridge gives a value of A.,,:= 105 km,
and to the ridge at Point Sur. gives a value of A,, = 60 km.

The other important parameter measured in the laboratory was the
amplitude of the stable standing wave or plume A.,,. which formed over the
ridge itself. Measurement of A in the laboratory was consistent with

Ap/X% = 1.5(h,/I- ) 0. 5(0 *)' '"' (8)

Application of eqn. (8) to Mendocino Ridge gives a value of A,p = 215 km.
We should emphasize here that eqn. (8) was obtained for ridges which

extend very far off-shore, like Mendocino Ridge which extends over 200 km
off-shore. Under these circumstances, the standing plume has the opportun-
ity to develop fully. Since Point Sur extends a short distance, about 80 ki.
off-shore. then tie amplitude of the induced plume should be confined to
values around 80 ki. unless the plume is unstable. Then. as far as the value
of Asp is concerned, relationship (8) is probably not applicable to short
ridges like that at Point Sur.

4.2. To the west coast of Baja Califirnia. Mexico

4.2. 1. Qualitative
The Pacific coast of Baja California is among the regions where intense

coastal upwelling has been reported by field and satellite observations (see
Fig. 24). Coastline irregularity off Baja consists of two major capes. One
occurs at Point Eugenia (PE) centered approximately at 27°S and the other
occurs at Cape San Lazaro (SL) near 25°S. Point Eugenia. with its awkward
shape. is the largest of all the capes mentioned in this study and its effect on
upwelling should be substantial. Cape San Lazaro is about half the size of
Point Eugenia. \et it is larger than those discussed above. As a result. one
would suspect that it should have a significant effect on coastal upwelling
also. Contour maps of bottom topography (Fig. 25) shows no major off-shore
ridge extending from either of the indicated large capes. However. there does
exist an along-shore ridge near 29 0S which is parallel to the mean flow and
is so shallow% that it probablv acts to enhance the effect of Point Eugenia.
making it appear bigger to the flow than it appears on the map.

In order to investigate the effects of such coastline irregularitie. on the
upwelling system we have produced a nearly similar situation in the labora-
tory model. Three capes of small. large and medium size. respectively, were
introduced at the wall of the tank as shown in Fig. 26. A typical flow pattern
and frontal behavior are shown in Fig. 26. Here the front. which is identified
by the off-shore limit of the particle streaks, was far from the small cape so
that the associated induced features caused by the cape were buried within
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Fig. 24. A satelite OR) image taken in May 1979. from the west coast of Baja California. off
the west coast of Mexico (courtesy of NASA). There are at least four large off-shore-extend-
ing standing feature-s on this IR image. The model suggests that these features are associated
with the large coastline perturbances off Baja (see Fig. 26). Also notice the indicated
filaments.

the upwelled water. That is. the upwelled front was almost undisturbed by
the small cape. At the same time the large and medium capes have strongly
influenced the upwelling front and each has produced the types of standing
feature already discussed in NM4 and the previous sections for a single
cape. As shown on Fig. 26 the large and the medium cape have each caused
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Fig. 25. Coastline v'riations ( - ) and contour map of bottom topography (- - -) off
pacific coast of Baja. Superimposed (-) is the interface between cold upwelled water and
warmer surface water drawn according to the IR image. Fig. 24. Descriptions of the
upwelling features are as in Fig. 24. only here their relations with coastal perturbances are
shown clearly.
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1: u. 26. Streak and d~ c photooraph,%%~i th it 0.5 time e\flo urc. htmim-,n i nteract ion of the
L2p~ clung s> stcn with %ImalI (SO). large 0.0U and medium ( NIC) catpc,. re~pcct a~ek . i-\peri-
mental conditions are: hi,, = 2.5 cm. -27 cm / . 41 '. ! 0.1 (U 6 ~ 13.
cm l and 0 * 4 (at Rotar% t\ pc of dri equing fi()%.% pat tern mid di~nt rcamn landi ng
%kil c ia-Ocaatcd %\ith the large and medium capes arc inda'..ted. *l Icmle Cape %h1ould also
produce iamilar fcature,. hut %;incc the upe ll front i% far from it. die% are no t htmn h\ b thle
%trcaks. Nh \\ hcnl d\ c kas rclea~ed Into tile sNtcm near the urface it \%a, ranportcd
off-%horc abrujpt l, b\ the da ergi ng fl(o% and thc standi ng %%aI c of ticleag and medium
cape,. I p~t rcam bharochl, ic frontal %%a~ c, pa~sd tlie small cape unda~tu rbcd.

a laruze downstreamn stanldi nu \%a~e and a rounr di rigf~ Coll rjiUra1"tjif
hetm en tile cape and the indicated standing2 %%m~e. Ihese standing fea~tUre.
" hich %erc clearly associated wVith thle capes. pb> ed a significan t role in the



olf-shore transportation of coastal upwelled water. 'ro demonstrate this. we
released dye into thle upwelled water near thle surface. When it reached the
ndicated standingi features. it was abruptly transported off-shore, as shIown

onl Fig. 26.
Application of the laboratory observation to the flow." shown in Fins. 24

and 25 sLugests1 that the large disturbance at Cape San Lazaro is really part
of thle staning wave regimie generated by the larger cape at Point Eul'oenia.
This possibility is suggpested b\ the earlier oh~servation that capes do not
produce upwelling maximum, nor a standing wave. over thle cape itself.
When at standing wave (upwellingO ma1\imumlll) is observed ait a cape. as in this
cas1e and ait Point Arena. the wave must almost certainly be associated
mainly with the presence of thle Ulpstream perturbance. Thle upstreamn
perturbance. in the case of Point Arena. is thle Miendocino Ridgie (see section
4.1 ). and in the case of Cape San Lazaro. ais mentioned above, it is Point
Eug~enia. The satellite image. Fig. 24. shows a large off-shore e\tending
feature near 260 S. between Point Euaenia and the associated standing wave
ait Cape San Lazaro. According to the laboratory model a diverging
rotary-type flow should occur at this location. In NM4 we showed that such
flow configuration produced long. off-shore-extending filaments of the up-
welled \%ater. and in Fig. 26 we saw that a large quanltity. of the upw\elled
water was transported off-shore by the induced flow. The observed feature

Fig. 27. Streak and d\ e pot graphs , ith a 0.5 tinme exposure and a value of 0 *3 of flow
past a cape. Notice thle frontal harocinic edd\ \%hichlu habeen deformed and pulled off-shore
upon reaching the location oif the diverging flow. 'Thle up%%edied %%ater within the wave will
o-entuall become a thin filament a,, shown in detail in N M4. Also. notice thle downstream
%tanding %%a'~e. where a large quantit\(of upe cued \%ater i.s forced oli-shore.



near 26 0 S consists of a filament similar to that observed in NM4, and a
large quantity of mixed upwelled water, as in Fig. 26.

The IR image. Fig. 24. shows the presence of yet another standing wave
downstream of Cape San Lazaro. as predicted by the laboratory model. The
upwelled water within the standing wave is transported off-shore by the
diverging flow to produce filaments similar to those shown downstream of
the medium cape (Fig. 26) in the laboratory and that shown on the IR image
(Fig. 24) downstream of Cape San Lazaro.

A small cape exists upstream of Point Eugenia near 290 30'S (PB). about
half the size of San Lazaro. This small cape. as shown on the IR image, Fig.
24. has produced features similar to the ones described above. There are two
baroclinic waves, one upstream and one just past the small cape. The one
which passed the cape is deformed by the induced diverging flow similar to
that observed in the laboratory (Fig. 27). The downstream standing wave
associated with the small cape is shown just downstream of the deformed
baroclinic wave. which is consistent with that in Fig. 27.

As mentioned above, the bottom topography near 29°S consists of a
ridge which runs parallel to the coastline in the direction of Point Eugenia.
This ridge should produce a cyclonic circulation over the ridge similar to the
one described for an off-shore extending ridge. The presence of the ridge
should produce downstream standing waves also. The IR image, Fig. 24.
shows the presence of a standing wave near the tip of Point Eugenia. which
we believe is induced by the indicated upstream ridge. Although Fig. 24 does
not reveal the presence of the cyclonic circulation over the ridge, field
measurements have indicated the presence of a strong cyclonic circulation at
that location over the ridge, during an upwelling event (Bernstein et al..
1977: Hickey. 1979).

4.2.2. Quantitatire
In quantitative application of the laboratory model to upwelling events

measured from the satellite image. Fig. 24. we use the data reported by
Hickey (1979) and Morales et al. (1978) to estimate h = 5 x 10-3 cm.
g'=1.2 cm s-2. U=20 cm s- '. f=0.6x10-4 s- '. X, 100 km and
0 = 5.

Application of eqn. (5) to capes at Punta Baja. Point Eugenia and Cape
San Lazaro with Re= 22. 80 and 40 km gives D,, = 110. 315 and 180 ki.
for the distance of the downstream standing wave from the mean position of
the indicated capes. respectively. Measurements from the satellite (IR)
image. Fig. 24. gives D,, = 110. 320 and 170 km for above capes. respec-
tively. which are in agreement with those predicted by the model.

Application of eqn. (4) to the amplitude of the stable standing wave
downstream of the above-mentioned capes gives A,, = 77. 280 and 140 km.
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* respectively. Measurements from Fig. 24 give A,,, = 70. 260 and 150 km for
the above capes. respectively, which are in agreement with that predicted by
the model.

4.3. To the west coast of Peru

The coast of Peru is another region where active coastal upwelling has
been recorded. The coast is free of major coastline perturbations and the
contour map of bottom topography indicates the presence of two ridges
between 15°S and 15*30'S. The larger ridge occurs near 15°30'S and the
much smaller one occurs near 15°15'S (Fig. 28). Because the two ridges are
very close to each other. the larger ridge should dominate and initiate the
type of standing features discussed in detail in previous sections. However.
the larger ridge is actually quite small, since it is about half the size of that
of Point Sur. The much smaller ridge near 15°15'S. which extends - 15 km
off-shore . should have only a local effect on the upwelling system. but as
shown in Fig. 28. its small effect would be buried by the large-scale standing
wave caused by the larger ridge.

At this time we are unaware of the existence of any satellite (IR) images
for the upwelling system off the coast of Peru. This of course makes it
difficult for us to make extensive comparison between the results of our
laboratory model and upwelling events off Peru. Since we have the informa-
tion about bottom topography and coastline variation, we should be able to
predict the general form of the upwelling system off Peru. As observed in
the laboratory. the larger ridge should produce an upwelling maximum at

1'9.S

Fig. 28. Contour map of bottom topography off the west coast of Peru. Superimposed is the
sea-surface temperature for upwelling structures as recorded by Brink et at. (1979). Notice the
presence of a well-developed standing wave downstream of the larger ridge. There is also a
second standing wave downstream of the first. but only a small part of it has been recorded.



the ridge and at least one large standing wave downstream. Sea-surface
temperature measurements reported by Brink et al. (1981) indicate the
existence of a well-developed standing wave at a distance of - 50 km.
downstream of the ridge, i.e.. 150 10'S. which is consistent with observations
in the laboratory. Their temperature measurements indicate the presence of
a weaker. second, downstream standing wave at a distance of - 100 km
from the ridge. i.e.. at 14°30'S. which is consistent with laboratory observa-
tion also. Although measurements of Brink et al. (1981) did not cover the
ridge itself, a standing wave or upwelling maximum should form over the
ridge, just as observed in the laboratory. Further downstream of these
standing features, the absence of major coastal perturbations should allow a
uniform upwelled front with associated frontal eddies to develop. A similar
situation, that is the formation of a uniform upwelled front, should also
occur upstream of the main ridge.

Considering the data reported by Brink et al. (1980. 1981) and Guillen
and Galienes (1981). Maxworthy and Narimousa (1985) estimated u * I
cm s-, ho-18 m. g'---0.6 cm s-  f= 0.4 X 10- 4. s- 1. X,-=50 km and
0 * = 5.4. Applications of eqn. (6) to the ridge near 15°30'S. with w= 20
km. h- 0.25 and H =1 km. gives D.,,, 55 km for the distance of the mean
position of the first downstream standing wave from the indicated ridge off
Peru. The laboratory model predicts the formation of a second downstream
standing wave at a distance of - 110 km from the ridge near 15'30'S.
These estimates are in agreement with the field measurements (see Fig. 28)
reported by Brink et al. (1981).

Applications of eqn. (5) to the above ridge gives A, = 30 km for the
amplitude of the first downstream standing wave. On Fig. 28 the wave
amplitude to the 18'C isotherm is - 30 ki.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Application of the characteristics of coastal upwelling. either observed or
measured in the laboratory, to similar events off the west coast of the
U.S.A.. Peru and Mexico have revealed the following:

(1) In general. bottom topography (a ridge) produces standing off-shore
intrusions or waves at the ridge and downstream. Capes do not produce an
upwelling maximum at the cape itself. but. they do produce downstream
standing waves. Upwelling maxima observed at capes are not caused by the
capes themselves, they are associated with an upstream perturbation. For
example. upwelling centers observed at Point Arena (U.S.A.) and Cape San
Lazaro (Baja) are most likely the standing wave associated with Mendocino
and Point Eugenia. respectively. Capes produce a diverging, rotary type of
flow configuration between the cape and downstream standing wave. This
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flow configuration produces off-shore extending filaments. In general. coastal
perturbations produce standing features which tend to dominate the upwell-
ing system. When major coastal perturbations are absent. the standing
features are absent too. instead a uniform upwelled front with associated
baroclinic eddies should appear at the sea surface. At values of 0 * < 6. the
baroclinic eddies should grow to such an amplitude that they allow cyclones
to pinch-off from the front to form propagating cyclonic gyres. Collections
of pinched-off eddies from the upwelling system. together with those at the
upwelled front and those that pre-existed off-shore should produce a field of
geostrophic or two-dimensional turbulence. Turbulent jets associated with
such eddy fields are mainly responsible for transportation of the coastal
upwelling off-shore, in the form of filaments seen in the laboratory and
satellite (IR) images.

(2) The west coast of the U.S.A. starting from Cape Blanco and proceed-
ing southwards, consists of many capes and ridges. The largest ridge occurs
at Mendocino and this plays an important role in the initiation of standing
waves at the ridge and downstream. At values of 0 * = 5 the intrusions
caused by the Mendocino Ridge eventually become unstable and allow
cyclonic eddies to pinch-off from their heads and propagate off-shore and
downstream. Smaller ridges like that at Point Sur should initiate intrusions
similar to that produced by Mendocino Ridge. but relatively smaller. as seen
repeatedly on IR images and measured in the laboratory model. Cape
Blanco and Point Arena should produce downstream standing waves, which
at values of 0 * =-5 should eventually become unstable to allow cyclonic
eddies to pich-off from their troughs. as shown on different IR images. The
standing waves associated with these coastal perturbations tend to dominate
the upwelling system to the south of Cape Blanco. The absence of major
capes and ridges to the north of Cape Blanco should allow formation of a
uniform off-shore migrating upwelled front and associated frontal eddies.
The satellite (IR) images which show the upwelling events to the north of
Cape Blanco do, in fact. display the presence of a uniform upwelled front
and associated frontal eddies. At values of 0 • - 5. which are typical of the
upwelling regime in this area. the uniform upwelled front upstream of Cape
Blanco should become unstable to allow cyclonic eddies to pinch-off from
the upwelled front. Turbulent jets associated with the pinched-off eddies
from the upwelling system and the interaction with the California current
system should transport coastal water far off-shore in the form of filaments
as observed in the laboratory and seen on a variety of IR images. From
quantitative applications of the relations found in the laboratory to upwell-
ing events off the west coast of the U.S.A., we estimate L, = X, = 100 km,
for the wavelength of frontal eddies at the upwelled front upstream of Cape
Blanco, and a value of , = 110 km for the mean diameter of the off-shore
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TABLE I

Comparison of estimated and measured values of upwelling characteristics. In each row the
top data are produced by the model and the bottom data are averaged over "the values
measured from IR images presented in this paper (lengths are in km). For abbreviations CB.
MD. PC and PS, see Figs. 8 and 9

CB MD PC PS

A, 87 105 87 65
80 100 80 55

105 110 105 90
100 125 100 90

Asp 215
200

eddies off the west coast of the U.S.A.. both are in agreement with those
measured from satellite (IR) images. Table I shows a summary of the
comprisons between the model and the field for different capes and ridges
off the west coast of the U.S.A.

(3) A model of Point conception gives a flow field which has much in
common with that observed in satellite images. including a relatively stag-
nant region downstream of the cape. a field with energetic eddying motion
and with a complex frontal structure separating the stagnant zone from the
region further off-shore.

(4) The contour map of bottom topography off the Pacific coast of Baja,
California indicates the presence of a ridge centered at - 29°S, which runs
parallel to the coast. This ridge should produce cyclonic circulation above it
and standing waves downstream. There are three major capes off Baja. a
small one near 29°30'S at Punta Baja (PB). a very large one centered at
-27'S at Point Eugenia (PE) and the one near 25'S (San Lazaro (SL))
with a size about half that of Point Eugenia. Since the value of 0 * is
approximately 5.4 and the capes are well separated. then a diverging,
rotary-type flow configuration and the associated downstream standing
wave should be formed distinguishably by each cape. A detailed comparison
(section 4.2) of observations in the laboratory and the features seen on the
satellite (IR) image. Fig. 24, indicated that the features seen on the IR image
resemble those observed in the laboratory. Table II shows a summary of the
comparisons between the model and the field for different capes off Baja
California.

(5) The major coastal perturbation off the coast of Peru occurs in the
form of a ridge near 15°30'S, while the rest of the coast is free of major
disturbances. Because of this. a uniform upwelled front should occur up-
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TABLE 11
Comparison of estimated and measured values of upwelling characteristics. In each row the
top data are produced by the model and the bottom data are averaged over the values
measured from IR images presented in this paper (lengths are in kin). For abbreviations of
PB. PE and SL see text

PB PE SL

. 77 280 140
70 250 125

D,. 110 315 180
120 330 165

stream of the indicated ridge. At the ridge and some distance downstream.
associated standing features should form. Downstream from these standing
waves, again a uniform upwelled front should occur. The field measurements
of Brink et al. (1981). indicated the presence of the standing waves down-
stream of the above ridge, at distances (55 and 110 kin) as predicted by the
laboratory model. It would be of interest to see if a major upwelling center is
associated with the ridge itself since e~ sting field observations have not yet
explored this region. U
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Simulated upwelling fronts have been generated around the outer edge of a
cylindrical tank filled with a two-layer fluid system and driven by a surface stress.
Initially, an axisymmetric front was observed which subsequently became unstable
to small baroclinic eddies. These eddies continued to grow until they reached an
equilibrium size. Under some circumstances. cyclonic eddies pinched-off from the
fully developed front and moved away from the mean position of the front into the
fluid interior. Streak photographs of the fully developed flow field were digitized to
generate a velocity field interpolated on to a regular grid. A direct two-dimensional
Fourier transform was performed on the turbulent kinetic energy field deduced from
such images and one-dimensional energy E(k) spectra were extracted. Consistent 0
energy spectra were found at lower wavenumber, k, and approximately k- '5 spectra
at higher k. In any given experiment, the two spectral slopes meet close to a
wavenumber kw = 2r/Aw (where A. is the mean diameter of a frontal eddy and kw is
the associated wavenumber). According to classical theories, kw would be the input
wavenumber, and the range of k with a k spectrum would correspond to an inverse
energy cascade range; this yielded a Kolmogorov constant (C) that varied within the
limits 2.8 < C < 3.8. The approximately k-5"5 range, which is much steeper than that
predicted by the original statistical theories, is nevertheless consistent with those
found frequently in numerical experiments.

The spectral slopes inferred from particle dispersion methods and from one-
dimensional Fourier transforms of the longitudinal velocity correlations were
compared with the results obtained above and in previous laboratory experiments.
In general, the global energy spectra are consistent with an interpretation of the fluid
dynamics as being that of two-dimensional turbulence. This in turn implies that
known properties of such flows may be invoked to explain the appearance of a
number of naturally occurring phenomena in coastal upwelling fronts.

1. Introduction
Satellite (IR) images have revealed meso-scale eddy structures at and in the

vicinity of oceanic fronts (upwelling fronts), oceanic currents (the Gulf Stream), and
more recently in the open ocean. As in the ocean, sharp-surfaced density fronts have

t Also Earth & Space Sciences Division. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadena. California. USA.
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been produced and investigated in the laboratory (Griffiths & Linden 1981, 1982;
Narimousa & Maxworthy 1987a). It has been found that soon after they form, the
fronts become unstable to short baroclinic instabilities (waves), which grow in time
until they reach a saturated size. Further development of these instabilities cause the
fully developed frontal eddies to pinch off and produce isolated coherent vortices in
the vicinity of the main front. This collection of frontal eddies combined gives rise
to a velocity field that might be described in the language of two-dimensional or
geostrophic turbulence.

1.1. Upwelling phenomena in the laboratory and in the ocean

One important motivation that triggered this study were observations of thin, long
offshore-extending, cold filaments in satellite (IR) images taken off the west coast of
the USA during coastal upwelling episodes (Narimousa & Maxworthy 1989). Intense
turbulent jets or rivers, which are believed to transport the cold upwelled water far
offshore, have been recognized as a possible source for generating these filaments.
Narimousa & Maxworthy (1985, 1986, 1987 a, b) observed in the laboratory that the
turbulent jets were often associated with offshore eddies which could be generated in
a variety of ways: (a) large-amplitude instability of standing waves generated by
coastal perturbations; (b) large-amplitude baroclinic instability of the front itself and
(c) production of eddies due to the presence of an offshore curl in the surface stress.
In all cases interaction between the offshore eddies produced the offshore jets, which
then transported the upwelled water offshore. If the structure of such an eddy field
obeys the laws of two-dimensional or geostrophic turbulence, then the intense
turbulent rivers which seem to thread through such eddy fields are responsible for
transport of material across it and must be characteristics of such fields.

1.2. Statistical theorie8 of two-dimensional turbulence

The early studies of two-dimensional turbulence were concerned with the dynamics
of atmospheric meso- and large-scale eddies, which were thought to have two-
dimensional structure. In the case of three-dimensional turbulence, Kolmogorov's
(1941) cascade hypothesis indicated an equilibrium inertial subrange in which kinetic
energy cascaded from low to higher wavenumber (k), and the energy spectra took the
form E -0. In the case of two-dimensional turbulence there is a second constant
of motion, called the enstrophy, which was defined as half of the squared vorticity
W . This led Kraichnan (1967) and Leith (1968) to propose both a direct enstrophy
and an inverse energy cascade inertial range for the case of forced two-dimensional
turbulence. They found that E - k in the inertial range in which energy was
transferred to lower k (an inverse cascade), and an E - k- inertial range in which
enstrophy moved to higher k. Batchelor (1969) found the k- 3 range for the case of a
freely decaying two-dimensional turbulence, consistent with Kraichnan's and Leith's
energy spectrum for the enstrophy cascade range. Studies of three-dimensional,
quasi-geostrophic turbulence (Charney 1971; Salmon 1978; Herring 1980; Heyer &
Sadourny 1982) indicated the existence of two inertial ranges, k- 8 and 0f-, which was
similar to the spectral characteristics of two-dimensional turbulence. (See also
Lesieur 1987 for a comprehensive review.)

1.3. Numerical simulation8

Besides the early computations of Lilly (1969, 1971, 1972), other numerical
simulations of two-dimensional isotropic turbulence have frequently produced
energy spectra considerably steeper than k- 1 in the so-called enstrophy cascade range
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(see Deem & Zabusky 1971; Fox & Orszag 1972; Herring et al. 1974; Fornberg 1977;
Basdevant et al. 1981; Bennett & Haidvogel 1983; Haidvogel & Keffer 1984;
McWilliams 1984). Herring et al. (1974), however, have recognized that very high
resolution is required in numerical simulations in order to obtain a proper inertial
range at higher wavenumbers. For grid resolutions respectively of 10242 and 20482

Brachet, Meneguzzi & Sulem (1986) and Brachet et al. (1988), observed a k- 1 slope for
a short time, which then rapidly changed to a k- 3 slope for a more mature flow. Based
on the isovorticity contours, they identified the initial regime (k- 4 slope) to be
associated with isolated, discontinuous vorticity-gradient sheets in the turbulent
field, as hypothesized by Saffman (1971), who predicted such a spectral slope. The
second regime (k- 3 slope) corresponded to a maximum enstrophy dissipation period,
which was the basis for the classical enstrophy cascade hypothesis resulting in the k- 3

slope. Brachet et al. (1988) showed that at later times the vorticity-gradient layers
would dissipate and coherent vortices associated with isolated concentrations of
vorticity which last for a long time would dominate. This later case was investigated
by McWilliams (1984) where such coherent vortex structure was associated with an
energy spectrum closer to k- 1. More recent numerical simulations (Santangelo, Benzi
& Legras 1989) have shown, however, that the value of the final spectral slope is
quite sensitive to the shape of the initial energy spectrum.

1.4. Quantitative experiments

Field measurements of large-scale atmospheric turbulence have tended to produce
energy spectra scaling closer to the k- 3 law (e.g. Julian et al. 1970; Kao. Jenne &
Sagendolf 1970; Morel & Larcheveque 1974; Dubois 1975), while others have
reported 0- inertia range (e.g. Brown & Robinson 1979; Gage 1979; Nastrom & Gage
1983). Measurements of freely decaying two-dimensional turbulence in the laboratory
produced an energy spectra with slopes close to ' k- 2 .5 (Griffiths & Hopfinger 1984;
Mory & Hopfinger 1986; Maxworthy, Caperan & Spedding 1987) at higher k, when
the dispersion of particle pairs was used as the diagnostic tool. However, recent
studies (summarized in Maxworthy 1989) have shown that such methods are in error
when the actual spectral slope is larger than -3. In this case Babiano, Basdevant &
Sadourny (1985) and Bennett (1984) argue that the lower spectral slopes found by
particle dispersion methods were due to non-locality of the particle dynamics while
the arguments which lead to the classical relationship between particle diffusion and
spectral slope is based on local dynamics.

1.5. A laboratory model for forced, two-dimensional turbulence

In the present study, the experiments of Narimousa & Maxworthy (1987a) were
employed to investigate the structure of mesoscale turbulence generated via
baroclinic instabilities at upwelling fronts. Since the flow field was maintained by a
constant supply of energy (see §3), the turbulent flow was forced. As mentioned
above, when Mory & Hopfinger (1986), Maxworthy et al. (1987) and Narimousa,
Maxworthy & Spedding (1987) employed the same particle dispersion methods as
Griffiths & Hopfinger (1984), the spectral slopes at higher k were almost identical. It
appeared that, independent of the two-dimensional turbulence generation mech-
anism in the laboratory, the measured spectral slope was always close to - k- 2 .5, if

particle dispersion methods were used. This result was found to be independent of the
number of particles, and considerable changes in values of turbulent Reynolds
number or rotation rate (Maxworthy et al. 1987; Narimousa et al. 1987). Here,
alternative attempts to measure the energy spectra E(k) in the instantaneous flow
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Experiment Q (s" ) AD (0- ) h. (cm) (g/cm') (cmr) A.(cm) e, a (s)
a 2.27 0.185 2.60 0.018 0.36 17.0 1.7 0.5
b 1.50 0.170 2.60 0.020 0.35 11.8 4.0 0.5
c 1.20 0.143 2.35 0.020 0.33 8.5 7.5 0.5
d 0.97 0.130 2.55 0.020 0.35 6.7 11.0 1.0
e 0.85 0.114 2.35 0.020 0.32 4.4 20.0 1.0

TABLE 1. Parameter values for the experiment of Narimousa & Maxworthy (1987a). Here 0 is the
tank rotation rate, AD is the differential rotation of the top disc, he is the depth of the top layer,
8p is the density difference between the two layers, u, is the applied friction velocity, A, is the final
width of the upwelled water at the surface, 0, - (g'hO)/(ufA,) (where g' - g8p and f - 29 is the
Coriolis parameter) is the fundamental controlling parameter of this system and Nt is the exposure
time for the streak photograph.

field are reported. Fourier transforms of either the two-point velocity correlations or
directly on the two-dimensional kinetic energy fields provided two measures of E(k)
which could be compared with theoretical, numerical and experimental values
previously reported in the literature and with each other.

2. The experiment
Since the present study employs the experiments of Narimousa & Maxworthy

(1987 a), the reader is referred to that paper for a detailed discussion of the apparatus
and the range of parameters used, and only a brief description will be given here.

Two layers of salt water of slightly different densities were brought to solid-body
rotation inside a cylindrical tank (90 cm in diameter and 20 cm in depth) having a
conical bottom with a slope of about 0.27. The surface of the upper fluid was in
contact with a circular, smooth disk, which, as it rotated, applied a stress to this
surface producing an alongshore shear flow and an offshore Ekman flux in the top
layer. As a result, an upwelling front was formed around the outer edge of the tank.
The velocity vectors of the current and the upwelling frontal movement were
observed by placing small neutrally buoyant particles in the front and recording
their motion by steak photography. The direction of motion of these particles were
found by firing an electronic flash at the beginning of the time exposure. To reveal
the structure of the eddies, the camera was set to rotate at a rate close to the drift
velocity of the eddies. In this way a frozen velocity field was recorded and the
resulting streaks represented the turbulent velocities.

In the present study, five experiments with parameter values shown in table 1
below are subject to spectral analysis.

3. Evolution of forced mesoscale turbulence
When the system was in solid-body rotation, the top disk was set to rotate

anticyclonically, thus applying a stress to the top surface of the lighter fluid. The
resulting Ekman flux caused the top layer to spin down and the interface to rise near
the wall and to descend at the centre of the tank. The interface continued to rise near
the wall until it intersected the top disk and a surface front was formed. This front
then migrated away from the wall and allowed bottom water to-appear at the surface
around the outer edge of the tank. Eventually, the horizontal pressure gradient
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caused by front deformation balanced the Coriolis force and the front became
stationary at a distance A, from the wall of the tank. Prior to this, at a distance
Ai < A. the upwelling front became unstable to small baroclinic instabilities. During
migration of the front, the small disturbances continued to grow until they reached
a saturated size Aw. In this way intense baroclinic eddies of the form of
cyclone-anticyclone pairs dominated the sharp-surfaced density front. The distance
where the waves first appeared at the front Ai  0.7A,, 0*° 'o, and the mean diameter
of the saturated waves Aw  0.15gho/u~f were given by Narimousa & Maxworthy
(1987a).

At large values of 0*, the frontal eddies were large, and they tended to remain at
the front and consequently no pinch-off process was observed. Later, however, less
intense eddies were formed in the upper layer adjacent to the more intense frontal
eddies (figure 1 a). At moderate values of 0*, frontal eddies were of a smaller size and
they were more intense, yet no eddy escaped from the front. Here again, less intense
eddies were formed in the upper layer (figure 1 b) just as those seen in flows with large
6..

At low values of 0*, frontal instabilities were much-more intense and the upwelling
front itself displayed strong unsteadiness. This eventually initiated large-amplitude
wave instabilities which usually started at the wave troughs (i.e. the location of the
cyclonic eddies) and then grew into the fluid interior. Later, cyclonic eddies were
detached from such intrusions to form intense, isolated coherent cyclonic eddies in
the top layer (figure I c) away from the mean position of the front. Initially, the mean
diameter of a pinched-off cyclone was about the same as that of frontal eddies Aw but
they subsequently continued to grow to a large value of about 3-4 times greater
than Aw, (i.e. an inverse energy cascade). Detachment of the cyclonic eddies occurred
randomly at different locations of the front. Interactions of the pinched-off cyclones
forced intense anticyclones to develop in between them. The pinched-off eddies, in
particular, are of special interest in the present study because of their importance in
the transport of the material across the turbulent flow field. To illustrate this
Narimousa & Maxworthy (1987 a) released a passive marker within the upwelled
water near the wall of the tank. The radial Ekman flow transported the marker
toward the front where it interacted with the frontal eddies. At the pinched-off eddy,
the marker was transported abruptly into the fluid interior by the induced flow. Such
demonstrations in the laboratory led to the conclusion that the presence of eddies
adjacent to an upwelled water front, for example, can be responsible for the
transport of the upwelled water into the eddy field, in the form of long filaments.

We proceed to investigate such flows by means of statistical tools to measure their
energy spectra. Such measurements should provide us with the information to show
whether or not our model has at least some of the characteristics of two-dimensional
turbulence as determined from theoretical and numerical studies.

4. Particle image analysis

4.1. Procedure
A variety of statistical methods may be applied to the frozen turbulent flow
represented by streak photographs such as figure 1 (a-c). In these photographs, the
beginning of each streak is composed of a bright spot followed by a less bright tail.
Provided that particles do not move out of the illuminated region, their length is
proportional to their velocity integrated over the exposure time, 8t. The practical
choice of 8t reflects a compromise between upper bounds due to excessive curvature
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FIGuRE L. Strvik photiah of~I~ frozen fi eld CI s showiig extitnples of tI~f long-time behaviour of
mesa-scale edy, striltilrs at tipwolliIng fronts aind their inimiediar. vicinlity. Photographs (a--C)
correspond to experiments v. v Uind ;i. iv-six-ftivel \.

of the particle tracks and~ lowert limnits onl the detectability* ot' motion in low-speed
regions. The exposulev timles (0.5. 1 s) were (leterminedl l)-w the internal timer of a
Nikon F2 camiera. At these;( shuttter speeds the uinvertaint 'v in ri i is less than 1 %. In
each digitized phiotoguraph. thev end points ot 2000-) 4000 particle streaks were
digitized. The irregularl ,y sp)aced partiele \velovity dlata Wver( inter-polated on to a 322
grid by convoluition with an adlaptive (Gau.ssian windo\% . as described by Agil &
Jimenez (1987).

The likely sour ices and miagnitudes of the errors in both offthese processes have been
considered in some (detail bv [mnaichi & ()hni (W.83). Agiii & -Jimnenez (1987) and
Rignot & Spedding (1988). A reasonable error estimiate tor imiage digitization-is-50/,
which is likely to he significantly below the errors introdlucedl lw the subsequent
interpolation. R1ignot & Spedding (1988) presentedl a detailed comparison between
smoothing window-based (adaptive Gauissian window. A( V) interpolations and a
thin shell spline (.S'S) iehod for' the particular case of particle tracking in fluid
flows. The miaonittidle of' these errors may he expressed as a function of the
characteristic lengthiscale of the flow. L the mnean nearest-neighbour distance
between particles. 6. and the grid spacing. ht. These miay be written as the
dimensionless r-atios L,/H and h18. which take the valuies 5 and 2.5 respectively on
average in this case5(. Tlhtus. one mnight ('xlHMt a1 priori ('ToI's in it and wj of the order
of 5 and 10%,rs)ciey accordig to the simutlations of' Rignot & Spedding.
Bootstrap error ('st inates onl the in ter polated it- and wo- ich Isstilplort this prediction.
Clearly the in terp olated grid retts nee(I to bev intcrj )reted with caution. The
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accuracy of the AGW technique is not sufficient to determine the details of the shapes
of the w-distributions and the satisfactory h/8 ratio is achieved at the expense of L/h;
in other words the resolution at small scales is poor. The highest accessible
wavenumber k a 7, but values for k several times smaller than this may be suspect.
Since values of k > 1 are of some interest in this study, an extensive range of grid
interpolations were performed, varying the relative grid size, implicit and explicit
smoothing parameters and differencing schemes for the AGW interpolation.
Comparisons were also made with selected STS and local linear least-squares
interpolators. The shape of the global E(k) spectrum below k w 2 was not affected by
changes in the interpolation scheme, nor by small changes in h around the actual
values used for the AGW interpolations reported here. By contrast, the tail of the
E(k) distribution, for k > 2, could be moved almost at will by altering the
interpolation parameters. The distributions plotted here appear to lie on linear
extrapolations of the data inside k - 2, but these values are extremely sensitive to
the analysis techniques, and should not be taken as accurate. The estimate of
spectral slopes in the enstrophy cascade range must be made from the rather small
range of 1 - k 4 2. From the comparative and parametric studies of the grid
interpolation techniques, the contribution to the uncertainty in assigning an
exponent to the energy decay in this region from the interpolation process is
approximately ±0.5.

The seeding particles themselves are neutrally buoyant, and have a mean diameter
of approximately 0.83 mm. The minimum resolvable lengthscale, dictated first by
the particle density, and second by the grid mesh size, h, is more than an order of
magnitude larger than this.

4.3. Measurements

The global energy spectrum of each flow field image was estimated in three different
ways: (a) relative particle dispersion measurements, (b) two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the turbulent kinetic energy field (W'2 )-on the grid data, and (c) Fourier
transforms of the longitudinal two-point turbulent velocity correlation coefficients.
There are different assumptions, implicit or explicit, behind each of these techniques
which will be discussed in turn. One may note that technique (b) uses the grid-
interpolated data, while techniques (a) and (c) do not.

5. Results
5.1. Method (a)

Particle dispersion methods were introduced by Morel & Larcheveque (1974) to
calculate the energy spectrum-of large-scale atmospheric turbulence by observing the
relative motion of balloon pairs. Griffiths & Hopfinger (1984) extended this
dispersion method, based on a suggestion by one of the present authors, to calculate
E from an analysis of streak photographs similar to those of the present study.
Briefly, they related the mean-square relative velocities of the particle pairs (or the
structure function, Mory & Hopfinger 1986) ((dD/dt)'>, to their separation (D) to
find

where D is the mean separation of the particle pairs, t is the time and the angle
brackets indicate an average over all particle pairs. In (1) the turbulence is assumed
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FIGuitr 2. Variation of particle dispersion (<1021 t)> with separation D; (a-e) correspond to
experiments a-e, respectively. The vertical arrows indicate the wavelength of the frontal eddies.
Values of the slopes are indicated.

to be stationary and homogeneous and the energy spectrum takes the form of a
simple power law, E - k- 2, where a is an unknown constant to be determined
experimentally. A sharp cut-off at some energy dissipation wavenumber and local
particle dynamics are assumed in the analysis leading to (1).

The same authors also considered the dissipation rate, or diffusivity of particle
pairs (dD'/dt>, and since the mean Eulerian value of this quantity over a large
number of particle pairs in a two-dimensional flow should be zero, Griffiths &
Hopfinger (1984) defined a quadratic diffusivity <idD'/dtl> and related it to (D) to
find

(2)

Note that (2) was obtained using the same assumptions used to obtain (1).
In order to obtain a and therefore the form of E, we adopt the data collection

technique introduced by Griffiths & Hopfinger (1984). Consider two particles located
at initial positions r1 and r2 at the beginning of a photographic exposure, and at rl
and r2 after time t, and define the mean separation D = 2((r'2-r) + (r2- r,)), the
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FIGURE 3. Variation to the mean square relative velocity ((018at)'> with separation D; (a-d)
correspond to experiments a-d respectively. The arrows are as in figure 2 and values of the spectral
slopes are indicated. Note the different vertical scales for (a. b) and (c, d) respectively.

change 8D = (r' -r')-(r,-r,) and 8(D2) = 2D8(D) = ('- r)'-(r2 -r,). These
quantities may be calculated directly for every particle pair in a given digitized
photograph and, given 8t, then the left-hand side of (1) and (2) can be calculated for
all particle pairs for given separations.

To compute a, the quadratic diffusivity(IdD2/dtl> and the structure function
<(dD/dt)'> are plotted as a function of the separations D in figures 2 and 3 for the
five experiments. In general, for each experiment, there appear to be two ranges of
D where straight lines may be fitted to the data, and these two lines intersect at a
value of D 7 Aw. The slopes of these lines, which were fitted by eye, do not vary
significantly with 0,. For D < A, a - + 2, considerably smaller than the value of + 3
of classical turbulence results, and smaller still than typical numerical simulation
results. When Babiano et al. (1985) substituted non-local energy spectra steeper than
k-8 into the analysis leading to (1), they found that the structure function< (dD/dt)'>
saturated at D , and became independent of the true exponent, a. Their results
indicated that (1) is valid only for I < a < 3, and the use of (1) for measurements in
the laboratory flows should always give a spectral slope within that range. This may
explain why spectral slopes a 4 3 were obtained in the present and previous
laboratory studies when particle dispersion methods were used.

For wavelengths greater than A., figures 2 and 3 imply that a - +1, less than the
+1 predicted by classical theories for the inverse energy cascade inertia range.
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with an adaptive Gaussian window. Here (a-c) correspond to figure I (a- ) respectively.

Although this method did not produce the spectral slopes obtained in theories and

numerical simulations, it does suggest that the input wavelength is about the same

as the mean diameter of the frontal eddies Aw.

5.2. Method (b)
Here, one computes a two-dimensional FFT on the square-grid-interpolated u '" field

(figure 4). With only a 32 x 32 resolution in x and y, only a limited range of Fourier

coefficients are calculated, and great care must be taken in windowing the data at-the

edges and centre of the square grid, which has been superimposed on data occupying

an annulus-shaped region within -its borders. The two-dimensional spectra were
collapsed on a one-dimensional transect by adding values around circular shells

centred at the origin (kxo, kyo). The procedure was similar to that described by Armi

& Flament (1985) and their cautionary remarks concerning the interpretation of

power spectra should be borne in mind here. Particular care should be taken for the

higher values of k, where details of the interpolation, smoothing and windowing

techniques may have a significant influence, as discussed in §4.
Once again the E(k) curves (figure 5) appear to be divisable into two regions, each

5 FTM 2 23
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FIGURE 5. One-dimensional energy spectra (e) as a function of wavenumber (k), inferred from a
direct two-dimensional, FFT of the u velocities deduced from the interpolated data-such as those
shown in figure 4. The labels (a-e) correspond to those in figure 2. Rough estimates of spectral
slopes are indicated for each experiment. The vertical arrows indicate the wavenumber of the
frontal -eddies.

of which may be approximated by a straight line fit (by eye). At low k, the slopes are
consistent with a -t law; above a relatively well-defined value of k, however, all
spectra show a much steeper drop-off, having values of approximately -5.5 for a
wide range of values of 0,.

While the -I slopes are quite consistent with the inverse energy cascade described
by statistical theory of forced two-dimensional turbulence, the high-wavenumber
behaviour differs from the predicted - 3 law, in common with results from a number
of numerical experiments for both the constant-forcing and the freely decaying cases
(e.g. McWilliams 1984; Frisch & Sulem 1984; Herring & McWilliams 1985; Brachet
et al. 1988) and as found also by Sommeria (1986) for mercury in a closed box in the
presence of a strong magnetic field. In general, attention has been focused on the
development and subsequent evolution of isolated patches of vorticity which persist
for long times and seem to-be responsible for exponents steeper than - 3. Santangelo
et al. (1989) have shown that the value of a is actually quite sensitive to the shape
of the initial energy spectrum in the freely decaying case and it is reasonable to
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suppose that this role might be assumed by the nature of the forcing in the stationary
case. Under these circumstances the many different values of spectral slopes reported
in the literature are not so surprising. As these authors noted, this sensitivity to
initial conditions casts some doubt as to the truly universal nature of two-
dimensional turbulence, or at least numerical simulations of it.

In the present study, the recorded turbulent velocity field represents the fully
developed, long-time behaviour of the flow (see § 3). Figure 6 (a-c) shows examples of
contour maps of the vorticity field in which many coherent vortex structures can be
seen. These structures are closely packed as in Brachet et al. (1988) and Santangelo
et al. (1989) for example, and not isolated as found by McWilliams (1984). Given the
nature of the interpolation technique, one is almost guaranteed that the higher-order
statistical moments have not converged and only the most general remarks may be
made. Having said that, the kurtosis of the vorticity field,

k.- N Z . (3)M X N.,,.,L -

is a measure of the flatness of the vorticity distribution wij on the M x N grid array.
The mean value was 4.0 over experiments a--e and the maximum value was 4.6. This

is far below the values of 10-30 reported by McWilliams (1984) and is more
comparable to the value of a Gaussian distribution where k = 3. We can make no
more precise statements on the shape of the vortices except that they are not isolated
and strongly peaked. Nevertheless, we found that such coherent vortex structures
can actually produce an approximately k- 5"1 energy spectrum. This implies that, so
far as the long-time behaviour of the flow is concerned, the slope of energy spectra
at higher k is always steeper than k- 3 , regardless of the degree of isolation of the
coherent vortices. The fact that the turbulent flow in our laboratory model is forced,
rather than freely decaying, may reduce the degree of isolation, as vortices of size A,
are constantly generated at the front and injected into the system.

If the wavenumber k, = 2n/A corresponds to the frequency at which most energy
is injected into the flow field then the two spectral slopes for each experiment should
meet at this point on the k-axis. Figure 5 shows that this is a plausible interpretation
of the data for each of the five different values of 0*. Since A. - (g'ho)/(u~f) is a
function of both the Rossby deformation radius Ro = (g'ho)0'5 /f and the Richardson
number Ri = (g'ho)/u2, we can write

2,n g( h 2nRi-o. Ro-'. (4)

Table 2 shows the values of 4w, Ro, Ri, a (at large k) and 0* for experiments a-e of
figure 5, respectively. This table shows that in any given experiment w is about 3
times greater than Ro. Initially, when the eddies first appear at the front they have
a size comparable with Ro, but they continue to grow to a final size A, controlled by
0*. When the values of w obtained in the present study were compared with those
obtained in previous studies of baroclinic turbulence (Phillips 1954; Griffiths &
Linden 1982, Chia, Griffiths & Linden 1982; and Killworth, Paldor & Stern 1984) a
good agreement was achieved. Under circumstances (figure 1 c) when eddies are
pinched-off from the front (see § 3), their scale increases to values of - 44, and/or
- 12Ro. At this stage such eddies could be of equivalent-barotropic type (McWilliams

1984). However, Griffiths & Linden (1981) showed that at values of ho/H >, 0.25 (H
is the average total depth of the water), which is the case in the present experiments,
the generated instabilities are of baroclinic type.

5.2
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FIGURE 6. Isovorticity-contours for the grids of figure 4. There are 16 contour levels, linearly spaced
between t'mi, and (m0x. Contour levels drawn outside the boundaries of the tank (heavy lines) are
artifacts of the contouring routine which insists on data on a rectangular grid. The cyclones are
indicated by C, while the anticyclones by A.

A, (cm) Ro Ri a 0*

a 4.3 1.5 355 -5.6 1.7
b 7.0 2.4 416 -6.0 4.0
c 9.6 2.8 422 -5.5 7.5
d 11.0 3.6 408 -5.0 11.0
e 13.2 4.0 449 -5.5 20.0

TABLE 2.

5.3 Method (c)

This method is used widely in calculating one-dimensional energy spectra in three-
dimensional isotropic turbulence. Assuming the turbulence to be isotropic, the values
of the longitudinal velocity correlation coefficients F(r), are defined by

F(r) u(x)u1(x+r) (5)

where u, denotes the velocity components parallel to the vector separation r. The
velocity components u(x) and u(x +r) were obtained directly from projection of the
particle streaks at x and x +r on r. Here, u2 is defined by

NEU" p(6)

for N particles. F(r) was calculated for each particle pair in a given streak
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FIGuRz 8. Variation of the lateral velocity correlation function G as a function of separation r,

for experiments a, b and e.

photograph, and the results were averaged for a number of discrete bins in r. F(r) is
plotted for experiments a, b, and e in figure 7. Similarly, the values of lateral
correlation coefficients G(r) were calculated and plotted in figure 8. G(r) is defined by

G(r) = ,(x) u2(x +,r) (7)

where u, denotes velocity components perpendicular to vector separation r. Figures
7 and 8 indicate that the form of the functions F(r) and G(r) is typical of that
predicted theoretically for two-dimensional turbulence (for example, see Townsend
1976, pp. 1-6).

The Fourier transform of the longitudinal correlation function F(r) allows the E(k)
spectrum to be estimated and two examples appear in figures 9 and 10, for 0* 4and
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FIGURE 9. One-dimensional energy spectra E as a function of wavenumber k, calculated by (b)
method (b). and (c) method (c) for experiment e.
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FIGURE 10. As in figure 9, but for experiment b.

20 (experiments b and e). The ringing of the data derived from the transformed
correlation functions is a consequence of the spline interpolation of F(r)
preceding the transform operation and is hard to remove, but the upper envelope
of this curve corresponds quite closely to the results from method (b).
Hence, at wavenumbers k < kw, the spectral slope generated using method (c) is
consistent with 01 , the inverse cascade inertia range. At wavenumbers k > kw,
method (c) did not produce well-correlated energy spectra when compared with the
results generated by method (b), but in an average sense the spectral slopes are close
to those that ( - k-55) given by method (b). The fact that methods (b) and (c) give
similar decay laws to within experimental accuracy lends a degree of support for the
interpolation procedures required for (b).

5.4 The Kolmogorov constant

It is possible to estimate the two-dimensional Kolmogorov constant (C) in the
equation E(K) = Cel(k)-, (8)
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A C 0* R
a 0.5 X 10-' 0.75 x 10-' 2.8 1.7 340
b 0.5 x 10-' 0.73 x 10- 4  2.86 4.0 460
c 0.52 x 10-1 0.6 x 10-1 3.4 7.5 660
d 0.5x 10- 1 0.48x 10" 4  3.8 11.0 511
e 0.5 x 10-' 0.48 x 10- 4  3.8 20.0 830

TABLE 3.

where e is the rate of energy injection to large scales. For the inverse cascade range,
figure 5 gives an energy spectrum of the form

E(k) = A(k)-4, (9)
where the constant A can be determined directly from figure 5. Comparing (8) and -(9)
we find C f A

A (10)
Ce

If the bottom layer is stationary (Narimousa & Maxworthy 1985), and the dissipation
driving the Ekman layer is small compared with the dissipation at the interface, then
the injected kinetic energy is dissipated mostly due to the action of molecular
viscosity, and e can be estimated from

= 2vf k2E(k) dk

(see Batchelor 1953, §6.4 and Lesieur 1987, §5.3). Substituting (9) for E(k) and
integrating (11) within the range of wavenumbers in which figure 5 indicates the 0-
inertia range, we find the value of e and then from (10) the value of C. Table 3 shows
the estimated values of A. e and C for experiments a-e of figure 5, respectively. These
values of C are within the range of those estimated by Lilly (1969). 4.3-6.2; Herring
& Kraichnan (1975), 6.5; Herring & McWilliams (1985), 2.9-4.8; and Sommeria
(1986), 3-7; but smaller than those of Frisch & Sulem (1984), 9; and much smaller
than those of Siggia & Aref (1981), 14. The above table shows also the values of 0*
and Rt = u/l/v, where lI A.w is the input wavelength, v is the kinematic viscosity and
u is the r.m.s. turbulent velocity.

6. Summary and conclusions
Fully developed, forced upwelling fronts and their associated frontal and pinched-

off eddies were produced in a laboratory tank. Streak photographs of such a flow
fields were digitized and recorded. To obtain the spectral distribution of kinetic
energy a variety of statistical techniques were performed on the recorded data. The
results of the computations are as follows:

(i) When particle dispersion methods were employed, both the relative velocity
and the quadratic diffusivity measurements indicated energy spectra of the form
E - k- 2±°" °0 at higher wavenumbers. This spectral slope is much smaller than
predicted by both the classical statistical theories and numerical simulations of two-
dimensional turbulence, for the enstrophy cascade inertia range. The slope of energy
spectra at lower k was consistent with 0-t, which was slightly less steep than
predictions (0- ) given by these same theories. Although these methods produced less
steep spectral slopes, it appears that two inertial subranges were generated and more
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' importantly suggested that the input wavenumber was close to the wavenumber of
the frontal eddies (kw).

(ii) Direct two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the u'2 (x, y)-field were reduced
to one-dimensional E(k) spectra and produced two distinct inertial ranges also; a k-5
spectrum at lower k and one approximately varying as k- 1"' at higher k. The k0 result
is consistent with that predicted for the inverse energy cascade inertia range, and the
k- 5 5 is similar to those obtained in numerical simulations for the enstrophy cascade in
stationary flows. The two inertial ranges meet close to a wavenumber that is
associated with the wavenumber of the frontal eddies (k. - 2nr(u~f/g'h0 )) so that k1,
acts as the input wavenumber. However, these remarks should be judged cautiously
since inspection of the vorticity and kinetic energy fields suggests that the high-
wavenumber energy is associated with the relatively small-scale peaks of the vortex
structures and probably not with any filamentary structures on the flanks of the
vortices, which we cannot resolve, and which are usually thought to be responsible
for the small-scale portion of the energy spectrum which evolves. By the same token,
this further suggests that the usual notion of an enstrophy cascade in the fine
filamentary structure around the flanks of the vortices should be viewed with some
care.

(iii) E(k) distributions derived from Fourier transforms of the one-dimensional
longitudinal turbulent velocity correlations revealed spectra varying like k-i at lower
k. which was in agreement with that obtained above. At higher values of k > kw the
slope is consistent with the results shown in § 5.2.

(iv) According to classical theories and numerical simulations of two-dimensional
or geostrophic turbulence. the spectral slopes (k-3 at k < kw and k- 5'5 at k > kw) found
in the present study suggest that turbulence in our model is two-dimensional. This
in turn suggests that the prototype system that we are attempting to model can also
be considered to be a two-dimensional turbulent field. Since jet-like structures
evolve in such a field in the laboratory then presumably they do also in the natural
flow: this helps to explain the filamentary structures which transport passive
markers, e.g. heat, as observed in satellite images.

(v) We have estimated the two-dimensional Kolmogorov constant (C), within the
0- inertia range. The values of C varied within the range 2.8 < C < 3.8, for a rather

wide range of values 0, and Rt . It appeared that slight increases in the value of C
corresponded to an increase in the values of both 0, and/or R0.

This work was supported by the ONR under the ARI on the Coastal Transition
Zone. Contract No. N.00014-87-K-0809 to USC.
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Surface-stress driven coastal currents and upwelling were produced around the/cathe outer edge of a cylindrical tank having a conical bottom and protuberance the c,

representing a cape. A large standing wave formed at a distance Dws
2R.' 4(X8/Re). 2 downstream of the cape, where Re is the radius of the cape, and velocit
e, - g'ho/u~f), (where g = g6p is the reduced gravity, h. Is the initial depth of
the top layer, u, is the friction velocity, f is the Coriolis parameter and ). is the
final width of the upwelling front at the surface). The extreme offshore extent
of this stable wave was Asw = 3.4 R. The presence of the cape caused the flow
downstream to diverge horizontally. When the upwelled fluid reached this divergence and NI
it was distorted by it and formed a thin filament extending a considerable distance nI
off shore. fronts.

referre

INTRODUCTION T,
solid-b

Routine satellite infrared (I.R.) Images of the west coast of North America and 22
have revealed some very interesting evolving structurgs and fronts in the surface by cut

waters associated with wind driven coastal upwelling. Coastline perturbations, -- vertical
bottom topography and an off-shore curl in the surface wind-stress are among the we usi
important factors which are thought to influence these wind driven coastal currents N a I

and fronts, and may produce some of the features which are seen In many of contact

these satellite I.R.-images. It is known that the presence of bottom topography Surface
(a ridge) Is one of the primary causes of stationary, upwelling maxima (see Preller P-

and O'Brien (1980), Brink et ol. (1980), Nirimouss and Maxworthy (1985 and 1986a) Opposit

[hereafter NM1 and NM2, respectivelyr. In NM2 we showed also that when a field and th

of off-shore eddies interacted with the upwelling front it caused upwelled water , y

to be transported off-shore in the form of jets between the eddies. In Narimousa The dli

and Maxworthy (1986b), hereafter NM3, we demonstrated that, even In the absence It the I

of bottom topography and a field of off-shore eddies large amplitude frontal -

Instabilities could spawn off-shore propagating cyclones which when they interacted
with the frontal anticyclones could produce meandering lets which also transported
the bottom upwelled water far off-shore.

In the present paper we study yet another possible cause for the appearance

!0

1Also Department of Aerospace Engineering, USC, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0192
and Earth & Space Sciences Division, Jet Propulsion Lab, Pasadena, CA
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of strongly meandering flow, that is the effect of coastline perturbations or capes.
Peffley and O'Brien (1976) investigated this possibility and suggested that the
observed upwelling maximum at a cape was not due to the presence of the cape
itself, but It was a result of the interaction of the associated bottom topography
with the upwelling circulation. In NM1, we noted that the results of our preliminary
experiments with capes were in agreement with Peffley and O'Brien's (1976)
calculations. In the present paper, we now make a more complete and detailed
study of the effects of the capes on upwelling circulation and find some similarities
and some differences from the results of NM1 and NM2. Although in our present
experiments the upwelling maximum no longer occurs at the cape, the influence of
the cape on the flow field near and downstream of it is very interesting and may
help to answer some of the important questions raised by several investigators. As
in the experiments with bottom topography, here also we find that there is a
direct relationship between presence of a cape and the observed offshore jets,
either due to the instability of the downstream standing waves, or to a flow
divergence created in the neighborhood of the cape. In order to investigate how
large a cape should be before it can significantly Influence the coastal current
and front, we varied the size of the cape. In NM1 we found that the distance of
the maximum of a large downstream standing wave from the ridge, D,, could be
estimated from D.w/X, = 0.2 6, where e. - g'ho/u-fX,. In the present case also
a large standing wave was formed downstream of the cape, and we found that

round Dlw/Xs not only depended on 6-, but that it was smaller, the smaller the size of
rance the cape. We also give an experimental estimate for the amplitude of the first
)=w a stable, large, downstream standing wave from the coastline, Asw, and for of the

e, and velocities within the jet flow in front of and downstream of the cape.
pth of
is the
extent THE EXPERIMENT
e flow
rgence For the present study we use the same basic apparatus as that of NM1, NM2
stance and NM3 to study the effects of coastline perturbations on coastal currents and

fronts. For a detailed discussion of the experimental apparatus the reader Is
referred to NM1, only a brief description need be given here.

Two layers of salt water of slightly different densities were brought to
solid-body counter-clockwise rotation inside a cylindrical tank (90 cm in diameter

merica and 22 cm in depth) having a conical bottom (figure 1). An obstacle manufactured
urface by cutting a cylinder of radius R, in half through its vertical axis, was placed
ations, ,' rtically at the wall to produce a cape (figure 1). For the purpose of this study

ng the n;e used three different sized capes, called L, M and S, the radii of which were
urrents R, = 8.25, 4.5 and 3 cm, respectively. The surface of the upper fluid was in
any of contact with a circular, smooth disc, which as it rotated applied a stress to this
graphy surface in order to model the wind stress at the air-sea interface. In order to
Preller "roduce upwelling, the disc was rotated in a clockwise direction, i.e., in a direction
1986a) Opposite to that of the basic rotation of the tank. The direction of the current
a field and the upwelling frontal movement were observed by placing small neutrally
water " buoyant particles in the front and recording their motion by streak photography.

imousa The direction of motion of these particles was found by firing an electronic flash
bsence at the beginning of the time exposure.
frontal
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Figure 1. Cross section of the experimental apparatus at the cape (lengths measured still 11
in centimeters). instee

no1t smlle
In our previous work (NMI, NM2 and NM3) the presence of offshore Jets was the or

clearly shown by this technique. However, since we believed that these its were fromt
responsible for carrying upwlled water fir offshore, we demonstrated this byt U
marking the upwelled water using white liquidn Titanium dye. The dye was the u
usually released near the wall of the tank with e upwe lled water, so that theyi
after onm or two rotation periods it reached the upwelled front some distance within
away from the wtll. The interaction of th e ffs(presenting upwelled flow near only t
the surface) with the upwelling front, revealed the offshore jets and oddes clearly becam
so they could be recorded photographically. In all cases density of the dye was be b
chosen so that It remained in the surfac olayer.

The ranges of paramet eree as follows; initial depth of the top layer 2.5
ho he 2.95 cm; density difference between the two layer (1p 6 P2 - 00' .026po -x .035 gcm'3; reduced gravity between the two layer 19.6 !c 9' ea 4 cms-2

(where g a g6po and g a 981 cms"2, is the acceleration of gravity); the Coriolis
parameter 1.67 ,A f i 5 s-; the friction velocity .28 • u. e .62 cm/s; the final width
of the upwelled water at surface. 2.7 • X$ • 17 cms and the control parameter
2.2 1 0, I 37.

A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW FIELD

In the present experiments the observations of the flow upstream of the
capes has some similarity to those already described in NM1 and NM3. Here,
however, the first sign of upwelled water at surface always occurred at the upstream
side of the capes in the form of a narrow band of width A. This is different
from the observations of NM1 and NM2 where the first sign of the upwelled
water at the surface always occurred at the bottom topography Itself (see NM1).
However, at a later time of a given experiment, when the width X Increased to
values greater than Rc, the bottom water also appeared at the surface near the
cape (see figure 2). Unlike NMI and NM2, where an upwelling maximum always
Occurred at the bottom topography (see NM1). The presence of a cape did not
produce a clear-cut upwelling maximum (see also Peffley and O'8rien (1976)). The
reason for this Is that the variable bottom topography is not included in front of
the Cape in the present experiments, since here we are dealing with the effects
Of 0 Cape alone. Here when the upstream fluid columns reached the cape they
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were forced off-shore toward deeper water, where they were stretched and their
velocity increased. This stretching produced a jet flow which extended a
considerable distance downstream in the form of standing waves (see figure 5).
As the value of e. was increased the standing waves formed farther downstream.
The first standing wave was the largest and the most significant one which, at
later time of the experiments for low values of e., became unstable and grew
ofl-shore to form a closed cyclone. This cyclone sometimes detached from the
wave crest and propagated further off-shore (see figure 5). The capes also produced
a diverging flow which generated long, off-shore filaments of upwelled water, as
#e shall see in detail later.

In the discussion above we considered the largest cape (L) and we allowed
the upwelled front to migrate as far from the tank wall as our experimental
itmitations allowed. For this cape the maximum value of X = X, was slightly
greater than twice the radius of the cape R,. In nature the width X is sometimes

d a number of times greater than Re, and it is important to know if the cape can
dstil influence the front. Since we were limited in our choice of Xs, we chose

instead to use smaller capes. The flow field upstream, on and downstream of the
smaller cape is similar to that already discussed above for the L-cape, only hereae the amplitude, the wavelength and the distance of the downstream standing waves

bre from the cape were considerably smaller.
by As in our previous experiment, travelling baroclinic waves also appeared at

as the upwelled front upstream of the capes. When these waves reached the cape
hhey were usually absorbed by the jet flow created by the cape and the fluid
rce #thin them originally was distorted by the flow-field created by the cape. The

ea r or y time that the baroclinic waves were able to pass the cape was when they
nvy S came pinched-off from the upstream front and they were far enough from it to

ias e able to pass the cape undisturbed.
*
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Figure 2. A set of streak photographs with a 0.5 sec time exposure for parameter FigL
values of R, - 8.25 cm, h, = 2.75 cm, 0 = .035 g/cm3, f - 2.28 rad/sec, ASI = .21 dom
rad/sec, X. = 9.3 cm, u- = .52 cm/sec and 0. = 8.6. Photograph (a) taken after t (,,
= 133 sec, R, > X, shows no upwelling at front of the cape, while theiris upwelling
immediately adjacent to the upstream and downstream sides of the cape. Also
notice the position of the downstream standing wave caused by the cape and the
width of the upwelling upstream of the cape X. Photograph (b) taken after t
233, Rc > X, shows r upwelling at front of the cape. This photograph shows a
collision of an upstream frontal wave (F) with the cape. Photograph (c) taken
after t 2 409 sec., R, = X,, shows no upwelling at the cape yet. Photograph
(d)taken after t 770 sec, R, < X , now shows upwelling at the cape.
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RESULTS

Measurements from the present study show that the speed of migration of

the front upstream of the cape uf is uf/u. - e .5, the diameter of the circular

baroclinic waves Xw Is Xw/,s e. and that these waves first appear at the front

when It has moved a distance Xi given by Xi/s- 0k-'. . Since these measurements

from upstream are the same as those given already in NM3, we will not repeat

the details here, but refer the reader to that paper.
In order to describe the wave field downstream of the cape we use the same

method as NM1 in which the distance of the peak of the downstream standing

waves Dsw from the ridge was measured. In figure 3 we show a plot of Dw/X,

as a function of 6, for our S, M and L capes. These results clearly show that

!c for given value of 8, the value of Dw depends on the size of the cape. It can

be seen in figure 4, that independent of the size of the cape, the values of D0w/Xs

approximately follow the same power law behavior with e,. That is, although the

data on figure 3 did not collapse for all size capes, but for each Individual cape

follows the relationship

30

40

6

3

0.6

0 I I I ! I 111 I I I I

4 3 6 40 30 60

i: Figure 3. The variation of Dsw/Xs with 0, where Dsw is the distance of the

downstream standing wave from the head of the cape. In this figure the symbols

Ing ("A') indicate the date for L, M and S-cape respectively.
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The other important quantity to measure is the amplitude of the standing waves was compte
before they become unstable and grow off-shore. We defined this stable amplitude However. W
A, to be the extreme off-shore distance of the standing wave crest from the streaks sho
coast as shown by particle streaks. Our measurements of the values of As. for the SAM ti
different capes indicate that A9, is independent of the values of So and to within carried by t
an error of about 10% to 15% all experiments agree with: continued, t
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Once again we should mention that (3)fis only good for when the waves are stable, for short ti
because at lower values of 0, < 6 these waves at later time of the experiments standing w
(100 2) usually grew off-shore to sometimes eject a cyclone. The-C

We also measured the mean velocity (V) within the meandering jet flow During the
which was created by the cape. For all capes and with an error of about 10% we usually be,
found, cyclone co
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Figure4. The variation of D.e/Re with 0,-Qt/Rg) , . The symbols (i,i,) indicate
the data for L, M and S-cape respectively.
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(STI) OFFSHORE MOVEMENT OF UPWELLED FLUID

In this section, we look for those conditions for which the flow field
and created by a cape, can transfer the bottom upwelled water off-shore. In order to

ithin demonstrate such transportation of the coastal water off-shore, we used the dye
injection method as described inNt'vu.The photographs of this section are plain
view also and the dye is released near the surface from the sources at the wall.

(2) At values of e, < 6 a diverging flow was produced downstream of a cape. Here
one is reminded of similar rotor-types of flow in a stratified fluid (Long 1953).
After reaching a maximum width, the flow began to converge and this convergence

aves was completed near the crest of the downstream standing wave (see figure 5).
tude, However, when the upstream travelling baroclinic waves reached a cape, the particle

the streaks showed that the waves were absorbed by the jet flow of the cape. At
for the same time the flow divergence caused the upwelled surface water originally

ithin carried by the waves to advect in the off-shore direction. As this advection
continued, the upwelled water extended farther off-shore and became thinner,
while it drifted downstream. Eventually, thin, long off-shore-extending filaments

(3) of the upwelled water were produced (see figure 5). When these filaments reached
the downstream standing wave, they became distorted by it. At high values of eh
such filaments did not occur. On the other hand, at very low values of G. when
the standing waves were formed very close to the cape the filaments were observed
for short time only, because they were quickly absorbed by the nearby, downstream

ents standing wave.
The downstream standing wave itself can transport upwelled fluid offshore.

flow During the late times of a given experiment and at low values of e. this wave
we usually became unstable and propagated in the off-shore direction. Eventually a

cyclone containing bottom water pinched-off from the crest of the standing wave.
This pinched-off cyclone sometimes remained attached to the standing wave crest

(4) to produce a permanent cyclone off-shore. Under other circumstances its sometimes
detached from the crest of the standing wave to transport the coastal water
off-shore and at the same time allowing the standing wave to produce a new
pinched-off cyclone. During the time when the pinched-off cyclone remained
attached to the wave crest, it interacted with the anti-cyclone adjacent to the
downstream edge of the cape to produce an off-shore jet flow, which carried the
upwelled water off-shore also.

5a
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Figure 5. A set of streak and dye photographs with a 0.5 time exposure, for
parameter values of R, = 4.5 cm, h, = 2.55 cm, f = 3.52 rad/sec., Ai = .137 rad/sec., Preller, R

12 cm, u, = .32 cm/sec. and e, = 5.5. Photograph (a) taken after t = 615 Peru, J.
sec., shows the upstream waves (A,B,C) as they are revealed by both particle
streaks and dye. Also notice the downstream standing (SW) or upwelling center.
The flow divergence in this photograph is clearly shown just downstream of the
cape, as indicated by white arrows. Photograph (b) taken 2 rotation periods after
(a), shows (A) at the cape being stretched in the off-shore direction by the flow
divergence. Photograph (c) taken one rotation period later than (b) shows that
(A) has become thinner with a sharp head, while (B) is at the cape. Photograph
(d) taken 2 rotation periods later shows that (A) is much thinner and has formed
a filament extending a considerable distance off-shore. The same process that
acted upon (A) is now affecting (B).
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SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

Here we have examined the effect of capes on coastal currents and fronts In
our laboratory tank and we found that capes, like bottom topography (NM1), can

Shave a significant effect. Our results can be summarized as follows.

I. The first sign of upwelling always occurred adjacent to the upstream
side of the cape.

II. A large standing wave was produced downstream of the capes, and its
distance from the capes Dsw, can be estimated from D., = RCe. 4 (X /RC) 2. The
amplitude of the stable standing wave A1w for any cape can be estimated from
A,, - 3.4 R., while the typical velocities within these standing waves can be
estimated from V - 1.2 U.

Ill. At oy ,r ,alues of 8,, after many rotation periods, the stable downstream
standing wave became unstable and propagated in off-shore direction to produce a
stationary off-shore cyclone, which sometimes (at small value of ea) this cyclone
detached from the standing wave and transported the upwelled water farther
off-shore.

IV. A significant feature of the present study Is the creation of a diverging
flow just downstream of the cape, which was able to distort approaching water
parcels to produce long, thin off-shore filaments of upwelled water.
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1. Abstract
Coastal upwelling fronts have been generated around the outer edge of
a cylindrical tank, filled with a two-layer fluid system and driven by
a surface stress. Initially, an axisymmetric front was observed which
subsequently became unstable to small baroclinic eddies. These eddies
continued to grow until, eventually, they reached an equilibrium size.
Under some circumstances, cyclonic eddies pinched-off from the fully
developed front and moved away from the mean position of the front
into the fluid interior. Streak photographs of the fully-developed, flow
field were digitized to generate a velocity field interpolated onto a regu-
lar grid. A direct two-dimensional FFT was performed on the turbulent
kinetic energy deduced from such images and one-dimensional energy
(E) wavenumber (K) spectra were extracted. Consistently, K - /3 en-
ergy spectra were found at lower K and approximately K - 5 spectra at
higher K. In any given experiment, the two spectral slopes meet close
to a wavenumber K. = 21/rX. (where A. is the mean diameter of a
frontal eddy). According to classical theories, K, would be the input
wavenumber and the range of K with a K - /3 spectrum the inverse
energy cascade which yielded a Kolmogorov constant (C) that varied
within the limits 3.6 5 C < 6.3. The approximately K - - range, which
is much steeper than that predicted by the theories, is consistent with
those found frequently in numerical experiments.

2. Introduction
The pioneering studies of 2D turbulence were concerned with the struc-
ture of atmospheric meso and large scale eddies, which were thought to
have 2D structure. In the case of three-dimensional turbulence , Kol-
mogorov's (1941) cascade hypothesis indicated an equilibrium inertial
subrange in which kinetic energy cascaded from low to higher wavenum-
ber (K), and the energy spectra took the form £ - K- s /3 . In case of 2D
turbulence there is a second invariant of motion, the enstrophy, which is
defined as half of the squared vorticity w2 /2. This led Kraichnan (1967)
and Leith (1968) to propose, both a direct enstrophy and an inverse en-
ergy cascade inertial range for the case of forced 2D turbulence. They
found, that £ , K -5 /3 in the inertia range in which energy cascaded to
lower K (an inverse cascade) and an E - K 3 inertial range in which
enstrophy cascaded to higher K. Batchelor (1969) found the K - 3 range
for the case of a freely-decaying 2D turbulence, which was consistent
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with Kraichnan's and Leith's energy spectrum for the enstrophy cas-
cade range. Studies of three-dimensional, quasi-geostrophic turbulence
(Charney 1971, Salmon 1978, Herring 1980 and Heyer and Sadourny
1982) indicated the existence of two inertial ranges K and K - /,
which was similar to spectral characteristics of 2D turbulence (also see
Lesieur (1987) section 5.5).

One important motivation that triggered this study were observations
of thin, long off-shore extending, cold filaments in satellite (IR) images
taken of the west coast of the USA during coastal upwelling episodes
(Narimousa and Maxworthy (1989)). Intense turbulent jets or rivers
which are believed to transport the cold upwelled water far off-shore,
have been recognized as a possible source for generating these filaments.
Narimousa and Maxworthy (1985, 1986 and 1987a,b) observed, in the
laboratory, that the turbulent jets were often associated with off-shore
eddies which could be generated in a variety of ways: (a) large ampli-
tade instability of standing waves generated by coastal perturbations;
()) iarge amplitude barocinic instability of the front itself; and (c) pro-
du Ion of eddies due to the presence of an off-shore curl in the surface
stress. In all cases, interaction between the off-shore eddies produced the
off-shore jets, which then transported the upwelled water off-shore. If
the structure of such eddy fields obey the laws of 2D or geostrophic tur-
bulence, then the intense turbulent rivers which seem to thread through
such eddy fields, and are responsible for transport of material across the
eddy field, would seem to be an important characteristic of such flows.

In the present study we employed the experiments of Narimousa and
Maxworthy (1987a) to investigate the structure of mesoscale turbulence
generated via baroclinic instabilities at upwelling fronts. Since the flow
field was maintained by a constant supply of energy (see section 3), the
turbulent flow produced was forced and statistically steady. The case of
freely-decaying mesoscale turbulence generated at a sharp density front
in the laboratory has already been reported by Griffiths and Hopfinger
(1984). From measurements of the dispersion of neutrally buoyant par-
ticles they obtained an energy spectrum of the form - K - 2 4. Their
measured spectral slope was smaller than the classical K- 3 law, and
much less than those found in numerical simulations of 2D turbulence.
Later Mory and Hopfinger (1986), Maxworthy et al. (1987) and Nari-
mousa et al. (1987) employed the same particle dispersion methods and
again they found energy slopes close to those reported by Griffiths and
Hopfinger (1984) for the enstrophy cascade range. It appeared that in-
dependently of how one generated 2D turbulence in the laboratory, the
measured spectral slope was always close to -. K - ' , if particle dis-
persion methods were used. The value of the slope did not change as
a result of dramatic increase in the number of particles, considerable
changes in values of turbulent Reynolds number or rotation rate (Max-
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worthy et al. (1987), Narimousa et al. (1987c)). However, recent studies
(summarized in Maxworthy 1989) have shown that such methods are
in error when the actual spectral slope is larger than -3. In this case
Babiano et al. (1985) and Bennet (1984) argue that the lower spectral
slopes found by particle dispersion methods were due to nonlocality of
the particle dynamics while the arguments which lead to the classical
relationship between particle diffusion and spectral slope are based on
local dynamics. As in Maxworthy (1989) we decided to employ other
means to calculate the energy spectra. In (section 4) we show graphs of
E-K inferred from taking a direct 2D, FFT of mean square turbulent
velocities.

3. The Experiment
Since the present study employs the experiments of Narimousa and Max-
worthy (1987a), the reader is referred to to that paper for a detail dis-
cussion of the apparatus and the range of parameters used, only a brief
description will be given here.

Two layers of salt water of slightly different densities were brought to
solid body rotation inside a cylindrical tank (90 cm in diameter and 20
cm in depth) having a conical bottom with a slope of about 0.27. The
surface of the upper fluid was in contact with a circular, smooth disc,
which, as it rotated, applied a stress to this surface producing an along-
shore shear flow and an offshore Ekman flux in the top layer. As a result,
an upwelling front was formed around the outer edge of the tank. The
velocity vectors of the current and the upwelling frontal movement were
observed by placing small neutrally buoyant particles in the front and
recording their motion by streak photography. The direction of motion
of these particles was found by firing an electronic flash at the beginning
of the time exposure. To reveal the structure of the eddies, the camera
was set to rotate at a rate close to the drift velocity of the eddies. In this
way a frozen flow field was recorded (figure 1) and the resulting streaks
represented the turbulent velocities.

4. Results
The digitized turbulent velocity data of a given flow field (figure 1)
was interpolated into a regular 322 grid (see figure 2). Then a direct
2D, FFT was performed on the mean squared turbulent velocities de-
duced from the interpolated data. This resulted in a 2D energy spectra,
which consisted of surfaces of constant K that are centered at the ori-
gin of a rectangular (k., k.) coordinate system (k. is the wavenum-
ber in the z-direction, k. is the wavenumber in the y-direction and

K = (k + k2/2 ). In order to extract a 1D energy spectra, the en-
ergy was averaged around each surface of the associated wavenumber.
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In this way an average energy level was calculated for each K and a 1D
wavenumber-energy spectra was obtained (see figure 3).

At lower values of K, figure 3 shows a consistent K - 3/ 3 spectra slope
for a rather wide range of values of e., where, e. = (g'ho)/(u.fXA) (here

S-- g8p, 8p is the density difference between the two layers, f is the
Coriolis parameter, h0 depth of the top layer, u. is the friction velocity
and A, is the width of the upwelled water at the surface). At higher
values of K, the direct method, however, produces a second spectral
range with a slope much steeper than that obtained at lower K. This
spectral form changed from K - 5 '4 at values of e. - 1.7, to K - 4 .32 at
values of e. ;-, 20, indicating a noticeable decrease in value of the slope
a as the value of 0. increased.

The most important result is that the energy spectra consists of two
distinct ranges. The K - /3 range at lower values of K, and the range
with much steeper slope (, K- 5 ) at higher values of K. According to
the classical theories of forced 2D turbulence (see section 1), the K -5/ 3

is the inverse energy cascade inertial range. This result is consistent also
with numerical simulations of Herring and McWilliams (1985) and Frisch
and Sulem (1984) and experimental results of Sommeria (1986). Clas-
sical theories predict the K - 3 for the enstrophy cascade inertial range
at higher K, also. At such wavenumbers the slope of kinetic energy
(,- K- 5 ) is considerably steeper than the (K- 3) predicted by the the-
ories. The much steeper slope found in the present study is consistent
with those predicted frequently by numerical experiments. High resolu-
tion numerical experiments of Brachet et al. (1988) showed that energy
spectra is not unique at K - 3 in the so called enstrophy cascade range.
They observed a K - 4 range for a short time which changed sharply to the
K - 3 when the enstrophy dissipation was maximum and at a later time,
due to isolated concentration of vorticity, coherent vortices dominated
the flow field. McWilliams (1984) showed that such coherent structures
last for a long time and he identified them with an approximate K -5

energy spectrum. His isovorticity contours clearly revealed the structure
of these isolated, coherent vortices.

In the present study, the recorded turbulent velocity field represents
the fully developed, long time behavior of the flow. Figure (4) shows an
example of contour map of the vorticity field in which many coherent
vortex structure can be seen. These structures are closely packed as in
Brachet et al. (1988) and Santangelo et al. (1989) for example, and not
isolated as found by McWilliams (1984). However, we have found that
such coherent vortex structures produce an approximate K -5 energy
spectra also.

In addition, figure (2) shows that in any given experiment, the two
spectral slopes meet close to the wavenumber K, = 27rA,, where, ac-
cording to the classical theories, K. (the wavenumber of the frontal
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eddies), is the input wavenumber. Since X. ~ (g'ho)/(u.f) is a func-
tion of both the Rossby deformation radius R0 = (g9'ho) 5/f and the
Richardson number R0 = (g'ho)/u, we can write

K, = ~ (u ~ 2R' 5Ro1 .

A, \g'ho)/

Furthermore it is possible to estimate the two-dimensional Kolmogorov
constant (C) according to

E(k) = CE2/3(L) - 5/ 3,

The calculated values of 3.6 < C < 6.3 are within the range of those
estimated by Lilly (1969), 4.3-6.2 Herring and Kraichnan (1975), 6.5,
Herring and McWilliams (1985), 2.9-4.8 and Sommeria (1986), 3-7, but
smaller than those of Frisch and Salem (1984), 9, and much smaller than
those of Siggia & Aref (1981), 14.

5. Summary and Conclusions
When we performed a direct 2D, FFT on the mean square turbulent
velocities, the induced 1D energy spectra produced two distinct inertia
ranges also; a K -5 / spectrum at lower K and one approximately varying
as K at higher K. The K - / result is consistent with that predicted
for the inverse energy cascade inertia range and the K- is in agreement
with those obtained in numerical simulations for the enstrophy cascade
in stationary flow. The two inertia ranges meet close to a wavenumber
that is associated with the wavenumber of the frontal eddies (K ,
27r(u.f)/(g'ho)) and therefore according to classical theories K,, is the
input wavenumber. We have estimated the 2D Kolmogorov constant
(C), within the K-51 ' inertia range. The values of C varied within the
range 3.6 < C < 6.3.

According to classical theories and numerical simulations of 2D or
geostrophic turbulence, the spectral slopes (K - /3 at lower K < K.
and K -5 at higher K > K,.) found in the present study suggest that
turbulence in our model is two dimensional. This in turn suggests that
the prototype system we are attempting to model can also be considered
to be a 2D turbulent field. Since jet-like structures or-rivers evolve in such
a field in the laboratory then presumably they do also in the natural flow,
this helps to explain the filamentary structures which transport passive
markers, e.g. heat, as observed in satellite images.
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Fig.l. A streak photog-raph of frozen flow field showing anl example of long".
time behavior of mcso-scale eddy structures at an up-melling front and their

immediate vicinity.
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Abstract

Simulated, alongshore coastal currents driven by surface stress were generated around the

outer edge of a rotating cylindrical tank, ;nitially filled with a layer of homogeneous water. The

induced flow was allowed to interact with a submarine coastal-ridge. As a result, an alongshore,

meandering flow was formed. The meander consisted of a large amplitude, standing wave

extending offshore over the ridge and several waves downstream of it. The standing waves

contain trapped, cyclonic eddies within them. For values of Rossby -number RO= U/fJLw<O. 16

(U is the mean current velocity, 8B=fa/H, f is the Corriolis parameter, a is the bottom slope,

L is the width of the coastal current over the sloping bottom and w is the average width of the

ridge) and aspect ratio (h, 1H) >0. 35 (h, and H are the average heights of the ridge and the water

column) the induced meander displayed strong offshore movement over the ridge. Under this

circumstances, several stationary, trapped, cyclonic eddies that were aligned in the offshore

direction were formed within the standing over the ridge. As a result, the trapped cyclones

pinched large patches of coastal water and transport them far offshore over the ridge. Unlike the

two-layer stratified experiments of Narimousa and Maxworthy (1985), here cyclonic eddies did

not pinch-off from the trough of the standing waves. Measurements of the wavelength of the

generated meanders were consistent with A.=15.5 w (h/Hf"3 (R' '75 . Horizontal velocity

gradients at the edge of the meanders were the site of secondary eddies (shear instabilities).
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1. INTRODUCTION

The summertime, alongshore, southward component of the wind stress off the west coast

of the USA, generates an equaterward current and an upwelling front offshore. The absence of

major coastal irregularities to the North of cape Balanco allows a uniform upwelled front and

associated frontal eddies to develop in this region. Satellite (IR) images of the upwelling events

north of cape Balanco display the presence of a uniform upwelled front and associated eddies

[see Narimousa and Maxworthy 1989, Thompson and Papadakis 1987]. The presence of

significant coastal topographic features (like the Mendocino ridge) to the south of cape Balanco,

drastically affect the appearance of the flow field and the upwelling front. This is evident from

the satellite (IR) images that have repeatedly revealed the presence of large amplitude, offshore

extending, standing structures at the Mendocino ridge and downstream of it. The presence of

significant coastal irregularities, to the south of cape Balanco do not allow a uniform upwelled

front to form in this region.

When the two-layer laboratory model of Narimousa and Maxworthy [1987] was free of

coastal irregularities alongshore current and upwelling front and associated baroclinic eddies

evolved naturally. With a submarine offshore-extending coastal ridge, a uniform upwelled front

was formed upstream of the ridge, while a meandering, jet-like flow in the form of standing

waves was formed at the ridge and downstream [Narimousa and Maxworthy 1985, here after

NM1, and 1989]. These laboratory observations were consistent with the flow fields seen in the
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satellite (IR) images of the west coast of the USA.

To further emphasis the significance of a major submarine coastal ridge upon interaction

with an alongshore coastal current, new laboratory evidence is presented here. The present

experiments considers a single layer flow only. The produced alongshore flow is allowed to

interact with a single ridge in place. To test the importance of ridge elevation and width, several

ridges are considered. The induced meander, pinched-off eddies and secondary instabilities of

the type reported by Washburn and Armi (1988), are visualized by a passive marker. In the

absence of stratification, baroclinic eddies are absent and the observed eddies are of the forced,

barotropic type. Features observed in the model are compared to those generated by the

Mendocino ridge and the ridge at point Sur, as revealed by the satellite (IR) images. The model

has predicted an empirical formula (see 5) to estimate the wavelength of the induced meander.

Application of this formula to a meander generated by the Mendocino ridge is described in 5.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

The present experiments were performed in the original model of Narimousa and

Maxworthy [1985]. For a detailed discussion of the apparatus the reader is referred to that paper,

only a brief description will be given here.

A single layer of homogeneous, salt water was brought to solid body, counter-clockwise

rotation inside a cylindrical tank (90 cm in diameter and a working depth of about 19.5 cm) with

a conical bottom [slope 0.27] and a radial ridge in place [figure 1]. The ridge models were

manufactured by cutting axial slices from a solid, transparent cone in such a way that the average

width (W)of the ridges was the same (3.8 cm), while their average height (h,) was 0.875,1.55

and 2.9 cm for small, medium and large ridge, respectively. A clockwise differentially rotating
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disc applied a stress to the top surface of the water. The surface stress caused the water layer to

flow around the tank and interact with the given ridge in place. To visualize the induced flow

field, a passive marker (white color) was released initially near the ridge at the wall of the tank

at a depth of about 2 cm. Consequently, the marker was transported into the induced features.

In this way the features were revealed for observation and photography. In order to reveal full

field visualization of the flow, streak photography was used in some experiments.

In the present experiments, the parameters took the following values: Average depth of

the water layer H=8.25 cm; the Coriolis parameter 1.37 < f < 5.46 rad s'; the average mean

velocity of the water upstream of the ridge 2.2 < U < 2.45 cm s'1 and the Rossby 8 number

R'6= U/fwL varied within the range 0.035 < R0 < 0.4.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE MEANDER

When the system was in solid-body rotation (anticlockwise), the top disk was set to rotate

(clockwise), thus applying a stress to the top surface of the water. As a result, the water layer

v, riven around the tank and interacted with the given ridge. In general, as in the two-layer

case (NMI), when the upstream fluid columns reach a ridge, where the water depth is more

shallow, then the columns flow offshore toward deeper water, and reverse direction once past

the ridge according to conservation of potential vorticity. Such vortex contraction initiated a jet-

like flow that meandered a considerable distance downstream in the form of standing topographic

waves [figure 2]. At this stage, before giving a description of the flow field revealed by dye for

the ridges mentioned in section 2, we should show full field visualization of the flow generated

by streak photography [figure 2]. It can be seen that the upstream flow is undisturbed until it
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reaches the ridge where the meandering jet-like flow is initiated. A full description of the flow

field is given in the caption of the [figure 2], and we will refer to this figure when necessary.

In the absence of the sloping bottom, such meandering flow is absent and the generated flow

field is quite different, for detail see Maxworthy (1977).

At higher rotation rates (I) and with the large ridge (hlH=0.35), the generated meander

was very intense (standing waves have large amplitude), and displayed strong offshore movement

at the ridge. As a result several stationary cyclonic eddies were formed within the standing wave

over the ridge [figures 2a and 3a, and section 4 for further detail ]. Downstream of the ridge the

meander consisted of at least two standing waves. Since amplitude of the downstream standing

waves is considerably smaller than the one over the ridge, they contain only one cyclonic eddy

within them. Here cyclonic eddies did not pinch-off from the trough of the standing waves over

the ridge and those downstream. Similar waves in NMI , however, did initiate pinched-off

cyclones, the demonstration of which was displayed in that paper. In N, MI the sharp, wave

trough containing heavier water penetrated into the lighter offshore water and at this stage due

to baroclinic instability cyclonic eddies were pinched-off from the wave trough. Since such

mechanism (baroclinic instability) is absent in the present study, then no pinch-off processes can

occur here. Due to loss of energy to the bottom and side wall boundaries the amplitude of the

downstream standing waves continue to decrease until, eventually the meander dies out and the

current flow is again parallel with the coast. At moderate rotation rates [figure 3b], the induced

meander and the resulting standing waves are less intense (have lower amplitude) when compared

to those observed at higher rotation rates. Similar to the large ridge, here, stationary, cyclonic

eddies are formed over the ridge also. Downstream of the ridge, the meander consisted of at least
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one significant standing wave that contained a cyclonic eddy. At lower rotation rates, the

meander was weak, the standing waves over the ridge was in the form of a large, stationary

cyclonic eddy and a rather weak standing wave was formed at a considerable distance

downstream [ figure 3c].

With the medium ridge in place (h/H=O. 19, 47% shorter than the large ridge), and high

rotation rates, the induced meander was rather intense [figure 4a]. The standing wave at the ridge

penetrates far offshore, and contained two stationary cyclonic eddy within it. On the downstream

side of the ridge, the first standing wave was the most noticeable one, and was not as intense as

that produced over the large ridge. At moderate ration rates, the medium ridge produced a

weaker meander and each standing wave contained one cyclonic eddy [figure 4b]. At very low

rotation rates [figure 4c] the meander was very weak, yet a large stationary cyclone was formed

over the ridge as was a weak standing wave far downstream.

With the small ridge in place (h/H=O.11, 70% shorter than the large ridge), and high

rotation rates, the induced meander resembled those observed at moderate rotation rates of the

medium ridge [figure 5a]. At moderate rotation rates, the characteristics of the induced features

were similar to those of high rotation rates, only here they were less intense [figure 5b]. At low

rotation rates, the meander consisted of a weak cyclonic eddy over the ridge and a weak standing

wave far downstream [figure 5c].

In general, for any given ridge, as the rotation rate of the tank decreased, the intensity

of the induced meander (amplitude of the waves) decreased, the wavelength of the standing

waves increased and the mean position of the wave at the ridge moved away from the ridge

[figure 3,4 and 5]. As the mean elevation of the ridge increased the intensity of the meander
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increased, and therefore the amplitude of the resulted standing waves increased [figure 6]. With

constant rotation rates, as the average height of the ridge increased, the distance of the

downstream standing wave from the ridge decreased [figure 63. No pinched-off processes were

initiated by the standing waves for any of the rotation rates and ridge heights used in the

experiments.

.4. OFFSHORE TRANSPORT OF COASTAL WATER

AND SECONDARY INSTABILITIES

4.1 Pinch-off Processes

As mentioned above, at highf, the large ridge with aspect ratio hil=0.35 generated the

most intense meander, such that the standing wave at the ridge contained at least 3 stationary

cyclonic eddies within it. These stationary, trapped eddies were aligned in the offshore direction

over the ridge. Display of such eddy arrangement has been revealed by streak photography

[figure 2a]. When a passive marker was released at the wall of the tank near the ridge we

observed a frequent detachment of patches of the marker (coastal water) in the form of cyclonic

eddies over the ridge [figures 3a and 7]. A comparison of figures [2a and 3a] demonstrates that

the stationary cyclones over the ridge [figure 2a] pinch the patches of coastal water (the marker)

within them [figure 7]. The pinched-off patches then moved in the off-shore direction from eddy

to eddy, while remaining over the ridge [figure 7]. When a given patch reached the vicinity of

the jet flow of the meander far offshore it became stationary and did not leave the ridge. This

situation did not last long, because the patch eventually interacted with the jet flow of the

meander directly. Thereafter, the strong jet flow of the meander pulled the cyclonic patch along

its inner edge (coastal side) to form a strip that extended to a considerable distance downstream
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[figure 6]. Eventually the patch vanished and the strip which reached its longest length was

advected downstream and then vanished as a separate entity. This process repeated itself during

the course of a given experiment.

As mentioned in section 3, at moderatef with the large ridge. two larger, stationary

cyclonic eddies were formed over the ridge. Here, the pinched-off patches eventually interacted

with the meander also, and vanished as separate entities in a fashion similar to that described

above for high f. At lower rotation rates and/or idge heights the above processes was less

noticeable.

4.2 Secondary cyclonic eddies

The horizontal velocity gradient (shear instabilities) across the inner edge (coastal side)

of the alongshore meander allowed secondary cyclonic eddies to develop along this edge at

different locations. These secondary eddies, usually, are initiated at the wave crest near the wall

of the tank and continue to grow as they move toward the standing wave trough. Two successive

eddies of this type are shown in [figure 3b] near the downstream standing wave trough. The

larger one (at the wave trough) is fully developed, while the smaller one continues to grow until

it replaces the larger one. Once fully developed, the secondary eddies reverse direction and tend

to propagate toward the coast along the downstream side of the standing wave. At this stage, the

secondary cyclones are seized by the large cyclonic eddy of the standing wave itself. The other

location which allowed such secondary instabilities to develop, was along the upstream part of

the meander that formed over the ridge. Here the secondary cyclones were initiated and grew

in a fashion similar to that described above. A distinct display of such secondary cyclones formed
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along the meander over the ridge is shown in [figure 4].

At highfand with the large ridge, the induced meander was very intense and the width

of the horizontal shear layer across the inner edge of the meander was narrow. Therefore small

secondary cyclonic eddies formed along this meander [figure 3]. As f decreased and/or a smaller

ridge was in place, the intensity of the meander decreased while the width of the shear layer

increased. As a result, larger secondary eddies were formed along the meander [figure 3b & 3c].

5. MEASUREMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

From the photographs presented in this paper it is possible to measure the wavelength

X of the standing waves. To obtain a universal relationship between ,, and the important

parameters involved, the best choice was to plot (A./w) (h/H)"3 as a function of the Rossby

number RD for all the meanders generated in the laboratory [figure 8]. According to these plots

one can write,

(A~/w) (h/H)"13 = a (ROP/, (1)

where the constant (a= 15.5) is estimated from [figure 8]. Relationship (1) can also be written

for ),,. as follows;

,, = 13.5 w (h,/HY" 3 (ROf". (2)

Since (2) is estimated for many different meanders, one can estimate ),, for any meander that



is generated along any coast under circumstances similar to those generated in the laboratory.

Let us consider a satellite (IR) image (figure 9] taken from the west coast of the USA,

showing an alongshore meander that is generated as a result of an interaction between the coastal

current generated by an alongshore wind and the Mendocino ridge. This satellite (IR) image was

taken when the southward. alongshore component of the mean wind velocity had a magnitude

of about 7 m/s. According to [Tseng 1987] such wind velocity should generate a mean surface

velocity of about U=20 cm/s in the water. From the simplified contour map of the bottom

topography off the west coast of the USA, one can estimate a value of w=70 kin, for the average

width of the Mendocino ridge with h,=1 kn and H=2 km. Takingf=Ja 4 s"t , L=60 kn, and

Substituting this field data in equation (2), the model predicts a value of about X,,=75 kIn, for

the wavelength of the meander shown in [figure 8].The direct measurement of the wavelength

from [figure 8 and 9] gives a value of about , =80 n.

The laboratory model, has predicted that at values of h/H>0.35 and R,<O. 16, large

patches of coastal water may pinch-off over the ridge and move offshore ( section 4.1). As

indicated above, the Mendocino ridge has values of h/H=0.5 and R,= 0.02, therefore, according

to the model large patches of coastal water should pinch-off over the Mendocino ridge. Such

pinch-off processes have been revealed by satellite (IR) images shown in [figure 11]. Similar

processes caused by the ridge at point Sur have been revealed by the satellite (IR) images, also

(figure 12].

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Alongshore coastal currents generated by surface stress in the presence of rotation were
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allowed to interact with a given coastal submarine ridge. As a result, a meandering flow in the

form of a standing, topographic waves was formed over the ridge and downstream. The

wavelength of the meander that is predicted by the model may be estimated from ,=15.5 w,

(h/H)"t1 3 (RaP.7 4. Knowing the geographic location, the wind information and the geometry of

any significant coastal ridge, one can estimate A, from above equation. Applications of this

equation to the meander generated by Mendocino ridge (July, 1988) predicted a value of A'=75

kin, which was in a good agreement with that measured from satellite (IR) images. Since each

standing waves contain at least one trapped cyclonic eddy, estimating A,., helps to locate these

trapped cyclones. In the coastal ocean waters, such cyclones can play the role of a pool in

accumulating marine life, fish and perhaps the disposal materials that are dumped into the coastal

waters.

At aspect ratios h/H > 0.35 and values of R < 0. 16, large amplitude, offshore extending,

standing wave that contained several stationary cyclones is formed over the ridge. As a result

patches of coastal water were pinched-off by the stationary eddies and transported offshore over

the ridge. At values of R,=O.08 , the pinch-off process was more frequent and the detached

patches moved farther offshore. Observations [figure 7] showed that these pinched-off patches

may interact with the jet flow of the meander and vanish as separate entities. Satellite (IR)

images taken from the west coast of the USA, frequently revealed such pinch-off processes

taking place over the Mendocino ridge and the ridge at point Sur.

Horizontal velocity gradients at the edge of the meander allowed successive secondary

cyclonic eddies to form along the upstream side of the standing waves. Such instabilities are

repeatedly seen in the satellite IR images taken from such meanders off the west coast of the
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USA.
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List of figures

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional side view of the experimental tank (half and the sloping bottom. Height

difference between the small ( ---- ), the medium (- - -) and the large ridge ( ---- ) is shown also.

Here, r is the distance measured from the side wall (S.W.) and h is the height measured from

the tank base (B.T.).

Fig. 2. Streak photographs showing full field visualization of the fully develop long time

behavior of the flow fields that are generated as a result of the interaction between the mean flow

and the ridge. This ridge has a width of about w=5.7 cm, and a height of about h,=1.55 cm.

The time exposure St=2s, and the differential rotation of the top disc 6n =O. 134 s1I is the same

for the photographs (a), (b) and (c). Upstream of the ridge the mean flow is parallel to the coast,

while a meandering jet-like flow is initiated at the upstream edgc of the ridge and extends a

considerable distance downstream in the form of standing topographic waves. The standing wave

over the ridge has larger amplitude than those formed downstream. Photograph (a) taken at high

rotation rate (f=5.6 s-1 ), showing 3 stationary cyclones (SC) within the large amplitude

standing wave over the ridge, and at least one cyclone within each downstream standing wave.

Here, after passing the ridge, a part of the meander has been separated at point S, and extended

in the offshore direction. Photograph (b) taken at moderate rotation rate (f=3 s" ), showing that

the distance between the standing waves (wavelength,A ) has increased, and there is at least one

cyclonic eddy within the standing wave over the ridge and that downstream. Photograph (c) taken

at low rotation rate (f=1.5 s' ), showing thatAw has increased further.
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Fig. 3. Long time behavior of the fully developed alongshore meander generated by the large

ridge ( h/H=0.35 ) has been revealed by the injected dye. Photograph (a) has a value of

RO=O. 1, the intense meander and associated standing waves (SW) are shown. A large patch (PC)

of coastal water has been pinched-off by the stationary, trapped cyclone over the ridge , and

secondary eddies (SE) are formed at the edge of the first downstream standing wave. Photograph

(b) has a value of R=O. 17, the meander is less intense (standing waves have lower amplitude),

its wavelength increased and the secondary eddies (SE) are larger. Photograph (c) has a value

of R,0=0.24, and the wavelength of the meander has increased further. Several secondary eddies

(SE) have been formed at the edge of the standing wave over the ridge. Also, notice that as R

increased the standing wave over the ridge moves toward the downstream side of the ridge.

Fig. 4. Similar to [figure 3] only here the medium ridge ( hH=O. 19 ) is in place. Photograph

(a) has a value of R,=O. 1, the meander is less intense when compared to [figure 3]. A train of

secondary eddies (SE) has been formed at the edge of the standing wave over the ridge.

Photograph (b) has a value of R,=0.17, the wavelength of the meander has increased and

several secondary eddies have formed at the edge of the standing wave over the ridge and the

one downstream. Photograph (c) has a value of R,=0.28, and only one noticeable standing wave

in the form of a large cyclonic eddy has been formed over the ridge itself.

Fig. 5. Similar to [figures 3 & 4], only here the small ridge (hh/H = 0.11) is in place These

photographs have values-of R,=0.09, 0.16 and 0.25 for (a), (b) and (c) respectively. Here the

meander is much weaker ( standing waves have lower amplitude) than those produced by the
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large and the medium ridges for the same values of R. Secondary eddies (SE) form at the edge

of the standing wave over the ridge and the one downstream. At high R the meander consists of

a weak standing wave (SW) over the ridge (c).

Fig. 6. These photographs have a value of R4,=O. 12, for (a) the large, (b) the medium and (c)

the small ridge. Notice that as the ridge elevation decreased intensity of the meander decreased,

its wavelength increased and the most noticeable pinch-off processes (PC) occurred over the large

ridge.

Fig. 7. A sequence of photographs (taken after those shown in figure 3), having a value of

R,=0.1, and the large ridge in place, showing a large patch (PC) of coastal water that has been

pinched-off over the ridge (a). Photograph (b) taken two rotation periods later, showing the patch

in (a) has moved farther offshore while remaining over the ridge. Photograph (c) taken two

rotation periods later, the patch has interacted with the jet flow of the meander and has been

stripped to a considerable distance downstream. Photograph (c) shows a new pinched-off patch

which is moving offshore over the ridge.

Fig. 8. The variation of (%Jw) (h/H)"13 with Rossby number RO, for the large (*), the medium

(+) and the small (s) ridge. The symbol (A), represent the data taken from figure 2, and the

symbols (A, (y), represent the data for ridges similar to figure 2, but with w=9.5, 8.5 cm, and

h,=2 cm, respectively.
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Fig. 9. A satellite (IR) image from the west coast of the USA (taken on July 1988, courtesy of

Mark Abbot), showing structure of a meander generated by the Mendocino ridge (MD). A

simplified contour map of the Mendocino ridge is shown, also.

Fig. 10. A satellite (IR) image from the west coast of the USA (taken on September 1980,

courtesy of Larry Breaker), showing an intense meander that is generated by the Mendocino

ridge, with characteristics similar to some of the meanders generated in the laboratory model (for

example see figures 2&3).

Fig. 11. A satellite (IR) image from the west coast of the USA ((taken on July 1981, courtesy

of Pierre Flament), showing the structure of a meander generated by the Mendocino ridge and

a pinched-off cyclone over the ridge.

Fig. 12. A satellite (IR) image from the west coast of the USA (taken on June 1980, courtesy

of Larry Breaker), showing a pinched-off cyclone over the ridge at point Sur.
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